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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CSPs have the opportunity to capture a sizable slice of a $130bn+ incremental revenue opportunity
(as estimated by Appledore Research) in the growing markets of dynamic enterprise services, IoT,
4IR and private networking. Success will demand a new management layer that supports
automation, agility, and therefore cost effective innovation , often by 3rd parties, and also often by
exposing APIs and NaaS. Referred to in various ways – as “end-to-end”, or “cross-domain” service
orchestration, it requires distinct new capabilities in addition to those already in play within lowerlevel technology domains.
The market for this form of orchestration is both growing and evolving rapidly. The realities of
cloud-based telecom are starting to be felt. Vendors have invested and innovated significantly over
the last two years to address the new requirements, and CSPs have increasingly realized that
automation is a business requirement, not a technical feature. We estimate this market will grow
from $509m in 2021 to $1.9bn in 2024.
We believe that if implemented properly, this new domain-driven orchestration paradigm can break
traditional IT expense models, in which IT maintenance and integration projects account for around
two-thirds of telecom IT spend today. This growth in cross-domain service orchestration may come
at the expense of (and reduce) these parasitic ongoing costs.
The essential technical concepts required for successful implementations are agreed on, well
understood and largely incorporated by vendors in this market. Yet CSP needs vary widely,
according to size and their own commercial priorities, strategies, and previous technical choices.
CSP success will also depend on organizational shifts in mindset and practices.
Adoption of end-to-end automation, within domains and then across domains, continues to be
gradual, lagging the capabilities of vendors in the market. This lag is evidenced not only in the
survey and interview data underlying this report, but also in our previous analyses of CSPs’
automation efforts in various “dynamic enterprise” solutions. Nonetheless, we expect that
commercial pressures on CSPs will make adoption of greater automation irresistible.
We recommend that CSPs act now to understand the new characteristics of this next wave of
revenue, and to seek out solutions and vendors whose strengths best map to their inevitably unique
business and technical needs. These characteristics are documented within the section headed
Understanding Service Orchestration, and the appendices.
This is a diverse market with many opportunities not only for vendors, but also for CSPs to make the
step change into a new mode of automated, dynamic, agile – and hard to predict - services. With
USD 130B in new revenue available, there is much opportunity at stake.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Introduction
Cross-domain (and in fact, cross-company/collaboration), automated orchestration is essential to
new revenues, and to the needs of modern enterprises. Moreover, it is critical to new sets of B2C
and public good services (e.g.: smart city) in the growing IoT segment. Appledore has estimated that
the entirely new incremental revenues that may be gained, and that demand highly agile and
automated orchestration, is over USD 130B.
Traditional orchestration (really workflow) is ill-suited to this task. The characteristics of traditional
orchestration have been:
1. Individual silos per service (often really a technology), built as needed.
2. One, monolithic, end-to-end environment/workflow logic.
3. Explicitly written logic (not intent based).
a. Detailed, imperative “workflow” where options are pre-defined and mapped out
4. Fulfilment and assurance are independent stacks, integrated as needed.
5. Silos are independent stacks, integrated as needed.
There are huge implications to all of this, primarily that nothing is agile (unless you measure agility
with a calendar), the costs of innovation and mass customization are high, and the maintenance and
integration costs are ongoing and huge. In fact, maintenance and re-integration tend to dominate
CSP IT budgets, leaving little for new development and true innovation.
The above is the antithesis of tomorrow’s forecast service and revenue environment. Appledore
Research foresees large numbers of unique service combinations and permutations, all based on
pre-existing building blocks. One large pan-European carrier, for example, has a marketing ad that
shows two celebrities playing piano duets in virtual space - a one-off service if there ever was one.
Such service creation and management must be built from pre-existing modular components
(“building blocks”), automated and nearly free to be successful. We espouse these principles as part
of the reference diagrams in this document. We also note that these are the very same principles
that drive public cloud providers (Google, AWS, Azure..) and, in slightly different words, are the
foundation of the Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF).
It’s not just about just the telco anymore...
Consequently, it is imperative to think of orchestration in terms of interconnected clouds. The
entire end-to-end telco is one cloud, and it operates in an environment of other clouds (e.g.: public
cloud providers). In this context we include SDN, SDWAN, dynamically configurable 5G all cloudified
assets, in addition to traditional datacenter workloads (VNF/CNFs).
The objective as we move to cloud must not be “virtualization”, but rather flexibility, selfmanagement and therefore automation.
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Reference Taxonomy
In 2021, Appledore set out a comprehensive new taxonomy of market segments that better reflected
the aspirations of both operators and vendors as the industry moved towards much more softwaredefined, AI-enabled, automated networks.
For the era of cloud-based networks, automated intelligent operations, Appledore sees Service
Orchestration’s role being defined in part by its relationships to adjacent markets.
In this report we focus on E2E capabilities spanning multiple domains, distinct from dedicated
domain-level orchestration capabilities, and we also focus on the significant differences in
approach, capabilities and focus across the many players.
Numerous suppliers provide orchestration capabilities that span market segments. Many of these
solutions may also be employed to manage domains, particularly the cloud-native (telco
datacenter/edge) domain. As in many new markets, there is a wide variety of unique orchestration
approaches, each with its own mix of strengths and limitations. We aspire to categorize these, and
show how each can be taken advantage of, depending on individual CSPs capabilities, resources,
service mix and needs.
Figure 1: Appledore Telecom Network Automation Market Taxonomy
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For the purposes of this Market Outlook, our scope is that form of service orchestration which is
distinct from adjacent market segments of Domain Management (including Domain Orchestration),
AIOps, and Lifecycle Management.
It is also important to note that this Market Outlook excludes legacy service fulfilment and
provisioning. Our starting point is the new generation of networks and network operations, defined
by virtualized functions, Day One automation and AI-enabled. While there are certainly highly
© Appledore Research 2022
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successful vendors and competent solutions in legacy service orchestration, our focus is on that
part of the market that is still emerging but that will, in time, become the “standard model” for
software-driven telecom.
Shades of Gray
When we began this research, we knew that the market, and the new multi-domain operational
model was complex and would engender many different approaches and opinions, often with only
subtle differences. The lack of understood terminology does not help. Our research findings
confirm this and in fact underscore it. Suffice to say that there is not a clear, single line between
“domain orchestration” and “cross-domain service orchestration”. Rather, there are shades of gray.
Our various reference diagrams (here as well as in the appendices) illustrate a simplified view in
which there are technology and operational domains, and then a cross-domain layer above them.
Reality is more subtle, with potentially multiple layers. For example, optical and IP might have their
own domain controllers, rolled up into a transport layer, and that transport layer consumed by true
service orchestration. Or not. Regardless, the principles we advocate are not affected. In this
document we identify, classify, and discuss the various approaches to the market, along with their
strengths and weaknesses, all in the context of a CSP segment’s needs.
Layers of cross-domain orchestration? Maybe.
We may in fact see myriad layers, from infrastructure managers at the lowest level, to various
domain managers/controllers above, to slice and dynamic network services orchestrators (the
epicenter of our focus here) to orchestrators that, above even these, allow product packaging and
cross-company mashups that will drive IoT, 4IR and many other new opportunities – where telecom
services or slices, multi-domain in their own right, become “just another component” in the
assembly of, for example, a healthcare service.
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Market Size and Vendor Share
Within the frame of reference defined above, Appledore previously estimated that the market for
E2E Network and Service Orchestration software was $509 million in 2020. (For contrast, we
estimated the related but distinct segment of Domain Management at $2.0 billion).
Figure 2: Appledore Service Orchestration Market, 2020
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In Service Orchestration (as distinct from domain orchestration), we credited Nokia with the largest
market share (14%), followed closely by Ericsson (12%) and Amdocs (12%).
Looking back through 2020 and into 2021, the majority of “orchestration” deployments were indomain and/or domain “controllers” (which often perform more tasks than orchestration).
Appledore believes this is a logical progression: first CSPs automate ithin domains, and then they
begin the process of orchestrating across them. With many of the domain pieces now in place, and
with cross-domain orchestration just now maturing (read on) we believe this market will continue to
grow both absolutely and as a proportion of total Network Automation Software (NAS) spend.
However, over the past two years many players have dramatically updated their solutions to support
technically-focused but operationally crucial concepts, such as intent-driven operations and a
hierarchical approach to cross-domain management — both of which greatly simplify the logic and
its upkeep.
© Appledore Research 2022
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Looking forward, we expect cross-domain service orchestration to grow at a rate exceeding that of
NAS as a whole, as CSPs shift their focus toward slices, dynamic enterprise services and innovation.
The graph below shows our estimate for the next-gen, cross domain orchestration market in the
immediate planning horizon. Note that significant spend will continue in domains, especially in
segments where technology is advancing rapidly (Optical, 5G …).
Figure 3: Cross-Domain Service Orchestration Forecast, Global
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This market is, like many new markets, now crowded with over a dozen players from multiple
segments – both traditional players (NEPs, established ISVs), entrants from adjacent industries such
as the IT giants, and a set of innovative smaller entrants to the market. Their approaches reflect this
diversity, with the NEPs emphasizing network/5G expertise and pre-integration, the ISVs providing
high-service-content delivery, the IT players emphasizing modern software methods (and in
fairness, often providing the best and most convincing answers to questions on closed-loop
operation and intent), and the startups defining different operating models. As we show below,
each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, and attractiveness may depend as much on the
unique needs of buying segments than on any measure of absolute “goodness”.
Yet despite the early-market status, a significant foothold appears to foretell a groundswell. We
note approximately fifty (50) true, next-generation, cross-domain projects underway across the
players. Given that many of these are among the largest players, this is a very strong indication that
cross-domain orchestration is talking firm hold and will grow to completion in rapid (for telecom)
fashion.
Page 10
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The range of responses from vendors to our request for information for this report was possibly the
most varied of any segment (and the most changed in the last 18 months) in our taxonomy to date.
Despite significant differences in quality, significant differences in focus/packaging, with a few
exceptions there was nonetheless a surprising coalescence on key technical attributes.
In this Market Outlook, we focus on Service Orchestration that takes place across pre-existing
domains such as the RAN, Core, SDN, SDWAN, Cloud/Datacenter and critically external (3P) domains
and assets.

State of the market and important observations
Before we launch into the definitions and supplier categorization, it is worth presenting our overall
observations on the market, how it has evolved, how it continues to evolve and what should be
inferred from the full analysis below.
•

Over the past 18-30 months the state of orchestration products has shifted dramatically.
Many established providers began this journey with traditional workflow products which we
have argued are ill suited to the emerging operational environment and to automation. In
this survey every supplier had modernized (sometimes with a forklift upgrade) to a platform
that supports intent and a proper closed loop – although certainly some explanations were
far more compelling than others. This suggests that for the very first time, a wide range of
mission appropriate solutions are available from all supply segments. It also suggests that
the reality of deployed systems likely lags the necessary state of the art significantly – with
some exceptions.

•

The corollary to the above is the suppliers’ latest technology is generally well ahead of CSPs’
deployments. Given the time it takes to specify, acquire, and deploy systems, this ought to be
no surprise – but it also suggests that demonstrated success has not yet caught up with
claimed capabilities. We also note that in other discussions not all CSPs’ staff are yet fully up
to speed on what makes a successful deployment in a cloud native world, and how
dramatically operations (including people and organizations) must change.

•

If these technologies are implemented wisely and in earnest, a significant jump forward in
overall automation may occur over the next 2-4 years, transforming both agility and cost. We
emphasize “implemented wisely and in earnest” because technology alone will not yield
success. Everything from implementation architecture to organizational structure and
management incentives can thwart success – and in the recent past, have done so.

•

Some of the largest potential benefits are indirect. We are at the cusp of a new world in
which the “maintenance tax” can be nearly eliminated. The combination of maintenance and
constant re-integration of tightly coupled, spaghetti-coded silos has traditionally consumed
the majority of IT and OSS budgets. This has been lamented on conference stages across the
world (especially Nice!) and yet may finally be more than reduced – it may be nearly
eliminated. Or not; refer to “wisely and in earnest” above.

© Appledore Research 2022
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•

We may be switching from foundational investment to cross-domain investment. The intradomain orchestration market (SDN controllers, transport controllers, RAN “network
managers”) etc. have and continue to represent the lion’s share of the overall orchestration
market. Even when service orchestration has supposedly been implemented, it has often
been in a domain (e.g.: automating transport) or for a small number of related domains. This,
we believe is the right progression. We anticipate that a proportion of the domain-controller
spending will shift to the cross-domain market, as that foundation matures. After all, you
cannot integrate domains until they exist and are already self-managing.

SERVICE ORCHESTRATION MARKET EVOLUTION
Early Market Development
Orchestration has progressed through a set of phases, each one introducing a new specialization:
Early days – Rebuilding the past, but with VMs
(2015-18)
Early on, there was a focus on simple “virtualization”. “Fat” VMs were created that in many ways
mimicked PNFs, and “orchestration” managed their deployment, and linked these workloads/VNFs
to transport services. Often, these were service silos – although many claimed that they were
platforms. One European Tier 1 wryly commented that they had five different orchestrators, one
named “the one and only”. We believe that the industry learned from these mistakes and “pressed
reset” about two years ago and is on a new, cloud-native path.
“Act local” . . .
(2017-2022)
The next phase upped our game in cloud management – from the “fat VMs” above to cloud-native
methods, and expanded the world of controllers from those datacenters to the core and access
networks, SDWAN overlays, RAN managers, SON optimizers, and many others. According to our
recently published market share for “network automation software” (“NAS”), the market for Domain
Managers/Orchestrators represents about 45% of total NAS spending and is 4 times larger than the
market for E2E Service Orchestration. This makes sense: first, it targets manageable chunks.
Second, it deploys useful automation in service domains that are already mature. Third, considering
the scenarios we painted above (“the purpose o modern, end-to-end service orchestration is to
orchestrate across a set o sel -managing domains; each o hich has its o n domain orchestrator”)
these domains must exist before meaningful E2E service orchestration can take place. So far, so
good.
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. . . But think global
(2019-2024)
We are now seeing both suppliers and network operators turn their attention to End-to-End “crossdomain” service orchestration more seriously. We believe this is, in part, due to the simple fact that
sufficient domains exist to be orchestrated across, combined with enterprise demand for complex
service chains that incorporate transport, traffic steering, security, public cloud etc.
In support of this, consider the following: the #1 question that Appledore fields from suppliers is
“what use case(s) will drive network slicing and what do you see as its timing?” We will begin by
making the broad generalization that network slicing and service function chaining are largely the
same, one coming from the RAN world and one from the VNF/CNF world. Both link (chain, mash…)
transport segments, security, domain-based service components and other capabilities into a
custom assembly for a customer or a set of customers. Both are perfect examples of both the need
for, and the function of, “cross-domain” service orchestration.
Figure 4: Evolution of Automation

Source: Appledore Research

End-to-End Service Orchestration Today
Above we presented three stages that appear as clear and orderly steps. Reality is far messier.
Based on the response to this research, the industry is internalizing the lessons of control theory
and how to achieve “elegantly simple” automation. How fully they are learned remains to be seen,
but most of the right words were in the responses to our questions. Complicating the problem is the
fact that the most expedient way to develop one service is not the most efficient way to develop 10,
100 or 1000 services; and yet the industry is moving toward “mass customization” and away from
delivering one or five relatively common mass-market services. In fact, although in our instructions
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to suppliers we asked that each show us how they would facilitate service innovation, most answers
were of the type “here’s how we deploy and manage services built on CNFs”.
For the earliest implementations, telecom has resisted turning over decision making to “the
machine” – which is a characteristic of the public cloud giants who let software dynamically manage
nearly everything, while reducing human interaction to vanishingly low levels. Admittedly, it’s far
easier when you have 60 global data centers than when you have 60,000 access manholes and edge
MEC facilities.
Early hands-off automation, and gradual expansion within telecom
Initially, healing and scaling loops were open loops, with human intervention. This caution has
some legitimacy in order to test, validate and learn. But it also flies in the face of automation at
scale. Initial deployments of true, closed loop, hands-off automation came in pre-packaged
solutions where technology demanded it. Two that stand out are 1) the RAN, where various control
loops have long operated in millisecond timeframes to control radio parameters, and 2) SDWAN,
where real-time traffic management/steering is essential to the concept, and where proprietary,
finished products were essentially handed to telcos. Telcos had the choice of either operating them
(as is) or being dis-intermediated. They chose the former. These are among the first domain
controllers that telcos simply had to handle as autonomic domains that exposed only services.
As confidence in algorithms and methods has increased, more domains have been given more
freedom to self-manage – from cloud managers (telco CNF workload placement/healing/scaling,
etc.) to SDN, where controllers can both automatically heal a path, balance traffic to avoid
congestion, and in fact perform broader optimizations to, say, free stranded capacity through
dozens of automated actions.
The right way to achieve automation – “elegant simplicity”
Architected wrong, this can get complicated quickly. Architected right, almost zero new code and
logic is required to heal around congestion or failures. The “right” approach combines intent (see
our market outlook on what it really means in telecom), along with a set of algorithms, which may be
fairly simple, that find a good solution subject to the order/SLA constraints. Here’s the ”elegant
simplicity” part: if you do this correctly, healing just means running the very same algorithms with a
failed resource removed from inventory, doing a “delta” analysis, and making the changes. No new
code. No surprises. No constant updating over time.
This is how hyperscale cloud managers work. Over the past 24 months it is how we have seen an
increasing number of telecom cloud managers and orchestrators work (at least according to their
documentation). Many of the leading SDN controllers can also work this way.
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And yet, those methods are often not applied at the cross-domain layer
As we move up from individual domains, it ought to be obvious that the same principles should
apply at the cross-domain layer, treating individual domain “services” the way workloads and other
resources were treated one layer down. Yet this is not always the case. It is not uncommon to see
and hear of “healing scripts/logic”. Moreover, in some “low code” environments (which have some
very attractive properties for simple, quick service and logic development and for mash-ups that are
not particularly dynamic) significant portions of the control loop must be created manually. This is
at best needless with today’s technology, at worst it invites errors and inconsistent implementations
that will no doubt drive up ongoing maintenance costs – just as silos have in the recent OSS past.
We believe there is no reason one cannot have it all – low code (graphical, drag/drop) innovation,
AND elegant automation. But this requires a basic product philosophy built around a control loop.
Without getting any deeper into the weeds than necessary, this further implies a lifecycle model
with various states, and with dependencies built in. This way, at any point in the lifecycle, an event
(fault maybe) can trigger a look at dependencies and the re-calculation of potentially impacted
services – with much abbreviated work since most of the service is likely unaffected. But we do not
believe it is ideal to leave this logic up to each service designer, or to be created dozens of different
ways – with no shared inheritance of improved logic (e.g: from ML).
There is much reason for optimism
It’s easy to point out problems, as we have above. Yet we have endeavored to see “where the puck is
going” to paraphrase Wayne Gretzky, and “catch vendors doing things right”. We will expand below,
but suffice it to say that in the last 18-24 months there has been a dramatic shift in suppliers’
products and stated methods – as they embrace intent, APIs, segregation of domains, re-use of
components, and various industry standards (as discussed above – referencing MEF, TMF and 3GPP).
Moreover, 3GPP’s emerging work on “experiential networked intelligence” specifically addresses
both technical and administrative domains and underscores the importance of respecting both.
These are harbingers of a “mashed up” future in which communications services are common and
essential building blocks of end-to-end digital services, a dream of the industry for nearly two
decades and maybe approaching reality.
We believe the time has come for the industry to seriously tackle end-to-end “cross-domain” service
orchestration. In this document we will outline the basic market and business challenge, the
potential benefits, best practices to get there, and the status of both the demand and supply sides.
In the end we will provide recommendations to both sides of this market.

How Operator Size Shapes Needs
CSPs are highly diverse, existing in advanced economies and in remote and developing areas. They
are large – with 100s of millions of subscribers – and small, with maybe a million. The largest can
amortize huge investments over even huger revenues. Some have buildings full of experts and
developers, while others depend heavily on one or more suppliers for everything from civil
engineering up to operations stacks.
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One end of the spectrum, large, high complexity, and plenty of reso urces
The largest, most complex have services that transit optics, IP, radio, datacenters, security. They
extend across continents serving governments and global businesses. Increasingly, CSPs must
extend beyond their networks into customer’s LAN and datacenters, and partners environments
such as public cloud, “aaS” providers and others. Nowhere will this be more dramatic than in the
IoT and industrial automation market where factories, office, supply chain partners, cloud-resident
assets and much more must be dynamically orchestrated – and likely change dynamically, ondemand. But the money is there.
The opposite end, large, smaller regional players with finite resources
Clearly the needs of a smaller mobile player in a developing region are vastly different than those of
a global Tier-1 giant. Nor are the capabilities similar: rather than “buildings full of experts”, many
smaller operators worldwide have a handful of experts and primarily manage outsource contracts.
Witness the booming “RAN managed service market”.
This means that suppliers must serve very different needs. We will endeavor to characterize
common CSP/buyer types, and map them to needs. This allows us to also characterize different
suppliers’ capabilities not on some absolute level, but in terms of what customers they target and
what unique capabilities they bring. Below we introduce a set of simplified, illustrative CSPs and
their capabilities/needs. This classification simplifies – the real world is more complex with more
shades of gray of course. It also presumes that each class of CSP acts entirely rationally – unaffected
by inertia. All of us being human this is not 100% true.
•

Highly Complex Tier 1 CSPs have complex needs, a desire (and ability) to differentiate, and
the ability to do significant development, model building and integration themselves. They
value SI abilities less, and almost always being very multi-vendor, place little value on tight
integration between software and network “kit". Moreover, their array of services is typically
wide, and they are among those with the most to gain from unknown future services, so they
value flexibility and the ability to perform quick development.

•

Larger Tier 2 CSPs often have similar ambitions to the largest, but fewer resources and a
more constraining investment environment (dividing by a smaller “n”). Typically, these firms
have more restrained service portfolios as well; yet they cannot dictate needs – enterprise
clients want their choice of public cloud, possibly SDWAN vendor, security posture etc. So,
the Tier 1.5 and 2 firms that act regionally must balance scope, flexibility and cost with shaper
pencils. Remember pencils?

•

Regional Mobile CSPs will essentially have “RAN with backhaul and peering”, fewer resources
and engineers, and often find pre-integration with one or more RAN providers highly
attractive (so long as that does not demand that they give up modern operational methods,
agility and automation).

•

Fixed transport wholesalers and global network specialists will essentially have “Layers 0→3”,
and also fewer resources and engineers. They too will find that the majority of their
modernization comes within the optical/IP/SDN domains, which, in the most advanced
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solutions, are bundled into cross-layer transport domain controllers. All players claim multivendor support, although the degree to which this works in reality is more open to question.
In both the RAN and Transport domains, Appledore note that the degree to which solutions have
documented open interfaces, meet industry standards (MEF, TMF, 3GPP slicing) is leagues ahead of
past decades.

Leading Cross-Domain Orchestration Use Cases
Use case diversity
If the industry were more uniform, a single set of use cases would resonate with most players. Alas,
that is not so. Our industry is highly heterogeneous with small and large players, fixed and mobile
(as well as converged) players, players in advanced economic regions and those still investing in
civil engineering, and players who cater to consumer/SMB vs. enterprise. Not only are needs entirely
different, but in many cases, different classes of CSPs have vastly different levels of resources
(money, expertise) to apply to any given problem, as well as divergent customer bases and revenues
to spread any investments over. Just as one business model does not fit all, we believe that one
solution or set of supplier attributes is unlikely to be ideal for all. This is clearly reflected in the
diversity that exists in the market, and which was evident in the (extensive and sometimes excellent)
responses that we received from the many players in the industry.
Below we outline some of the leading business models both in the industry today and emerging.
Some CSPs will primarily operate with one model. Others will operate with two, and a group of the
largest, most diverse operators, may support all the below.
Network slices – Network-intensive service orchestration
Seemingly nothing gets more attention than network slicing; it is the presumed financial savior of
5G. Network slicing may well generate significant revenues, yet within the RAN/spectrum, it is
equally likely that on-facility coverage will be delivered privately – as we documented in our
coverage of Industrial Automation.
Either way, many incremental revenue opportunities depend on customized or dedicated network
resources that must be configured. The very fact that these slices will take diverse forms only
underscores the need for affordable agility; for “mass customization”. Given that so many IoT
opportunities (manufacturing, smart cities, ..) are local and regional opportunities, slicing is likely to
be an opportunity for all, or nearly all categories of players except for the smallest challengers (the
3rd and 4th networks in smaller regions).
What is unclear is to what degree the orchestration of the entire solution will be a CSP task, or if the
CSP will simply expose the slice to one of many 3rd parties. Either way, they will need to ability to
create customized network slices across RAN (maybe), core, transport and other resources (possibly
SDWAN or other layered-on capabilities).
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5G/Open RAN
5G and Open RAN are opportunities in a different light. While not new revenues models on their own
(those revenue models are above), these technologies are key enablers of new revenues, enablers of
lower cost, and very complicated. The combination of cost opportunity (lower cost per bit) with the
combination of higher operating costs (from complexity and the sheer number of actions required)
and further combined with the realization that the most cost effective and highly performing 5G
networks will be very dynamically managed (beyond the feasibility for human management) brings
us to the inescapable conclusion that 5G networks, and their associated transport, back/front haul,
cores, and supporting services demand automation.
In summary there are a range of valid, significant revenue opportunities and cost reduction
opportunities that will demand high levels of automation, and most of these opportunities span
multiple technology domains, and often administrative domains (e.g.: 3rd parties). Cross-domain
automation therefore is an essential component to get right – not just for service #1, but for service
permutation #999.
“New enterprise” WAN Model
Traditional enterprise WAN services included point-to-point or multipoint broadband connectivity
employing ethernet, MPLS and other interconnection technologies, and occasionally (very much
region dependent) a set of managed or custom engineered services including security endpoints
and RAS infrastructure. Over time additional services arose for internet access – often integrated
with some kind of breakout, but of necessity funneled through centralized firewall and control
locations. This model was based on people working in offices, applications within the “four walls”,
and static geographic configurations.
SDWAN, SDN, uCPE/CNFs, Public Cloud, remote work, cyber security threats and dynamic supply
chains placed many nails in this model’s coffin. The emerging market is exciting in the fact that new
revenues are available to CSPs in the form of smarter networks, dynamic network capacity and
rearrangement, managed security services, and extensions to many 3rd party capabilities – starting
with public cloud facilities and aaS resources. There is significantly more money available, but
reaping this reward demands customized, on-demand services, including the orchestration of
resources neither owned nor controlled by CSPs (e.g.: Azure or AWS resources). This breaks
traditional fulfilment and assurance models in many ways, and demands a sophisticated innovation
architecture that can integrate to 3rd party APIs and rearrange complex service chains as desired,
with minimal cost.
Keep the basics of this model in mind, as we will use the basic ideas as a foundation as we
introduce, compare and contrast additional models below.
(A more thorough view of the ongoing (r)-evolution of the enterprise market can be read, in depth in
our coverage of the SD-WAN/”enterprise edge” market, and particularly in our profiles of leading
CSPs in the dynamic enterprise segment, including Verizon, Lumen, BT and ngena.)
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Digital Service Mashups – IoT, Private Networks and similar
The Internet concept of “mashups” – creating entirely new services out of components that already
exist, typically APIs, has been the driver of innovation. Mashups are fundamentally the linking of
existing capabilities into an end-to-end service, across multiple parties. This is typically
accomplished without the active participation of those multiple parties, although they may be
compensated for the use of their assets (for fee APIs). Telcos have rarely been part of this
environment, despite efforts to commercialize APIs in the 90s and 00s. Issued ranged from
unattractive pricing to the regional limits of those telcos and more.
Today the concept of digital services, enabling, broadly, the Internet of Things looks to be gaining
real momentum. The TMF working with media, industry and telecom has created the Open digital
initiative; and many players are looking at everything from smart manufacturing to smart cities etc.
The critical telco piece will be, simply, “network as a service1” – exposing things like soft SIM mobile
packages, QoS as needed, MEC/edge capabilities, access service on demand, and service chains. The
most popular concept is that of the network slice.
The key attribute of these digital service mashups is that they will almost uniformly be driven by 3rd
parties. CSPs must expose their capabilities via APIs (or for large complex slices, possibly more
traditional means – see more below) and innovators in various industry verticals will assembly the
ecosystem, including CSP capabilities. Healthcare providers and integrators will create smart health
services, while manufacturing integrators will create smart factory systems. They key is not for CSPs
to innovate, but to enable and profit form the innovation of others. Success will demand agility,
flexibility, automation and smart business models that benefit both sides of the transaction. A key
take away is that full, hands-off, automation at scale is an absolute necessity.

Appledore has upcoming research on “everything as a service” as well as existing research on “the innovation
telco” which interested readers ought to read.
1
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UNDERSTANDING SERVICE ORCHESTRATION
Controller or Orchestrator?
Most orchestration deployed today, with some notable exceptions, has been within technology
domains.
Some of these orchestrators are badged as “technology controllers” such as SDWAN controllers, SDN
controllers etc. This is because they often perform more functions than simply orchestration –
sometimes being interface gateways to proprietary functions, for example. Regardless, in our recent
Network Automation Software (NAS) forecast, we found that nearly half of all next generation
spending on automation was within those domains. Those domains too have been the industry’s
crucible to learn and begin to trust automation and hands-off closed loops – which has been a
cautious, slow process.
Now that those domains are becoming more widespread, the focus is shifting to cross-domain
control.

Service Orchestration vs Domain Orchestration
This brings us to a potentially controversial tenet: the purpose of modern, end-to-end service
orchestration is to orchestrate across a set of self-managing domains; each of which has its own
domain orchestrator. Domain examples are IP/transport, RAN, Telco Cloud (telco datacenters and
workloads), security and access. Critically, orchestration in particular and management in general
must extend to 3rd party domains including public cloud, SaaS (e.g.: Salesforce, other), customers’
(e.g.: LANs, enterprise datacenters) and telco partners (e.g.: access providers out-of-region).
This means that we, as an industry, must first implement self-managing orchestration ithin
individual domains (likely starting with a cloud manager and SDN domain), and then across those
domains, and finally embracing eternal, third-party domains.
Intent is essential both in domains and at the service layer
For end-to-end, hands free, automation to exist, intent must not only exist within those domains,
but in the service model and orchestrator itself. Why? Because each self-managing domain may be
entirely self-contained, but it is equally likely to impact other domains. Workload placement
changes (or failures) impact the transport domain. RAN self-configuration (SON) impacts back-haul,
front-haul and therefore also the transport domain. And the list goes on. Consequently, we believe
it is important that at the service layer, models are based on declarative data, declarative data is
passed to each domain, and “recursion” is automated such that just as domains find optimum within
the constraints of intent, the CDSO also finds optimum within a higher level of constraints. The good
news: the leading suppliers seem to agree, and all claimed to support these goals, although the
sophistication of documentation on this topic varied widely.
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We will introduce two established constructs from previous Appledore reports. The first visualized
the “layering” and domain-driven design concepts and allows us to relate it to real-world efforts
such as those from the MEF, TMF and 3GPP (slicing). The second outlines best practices for closed
loops, top achieve the automation and low upkeep noted above, and continued in an appendix.
The chart immediately below illustrates the concept of end-to-end service orchestration, working
across multiple self-managing domains, both internal to the telco and external. It is important to
internalize that domains may be defined by a particular technology, but they may just as easily be a
third party resource or 3rd party innovator/service creator. It is this very scope that will lead to
practical, lost cost, innovation in myriad vertical industries. E2E Service orchestration interfaces to
all sub-domains via APIs, and using declarative syntax (intent). The objective is to define what you
need (e.g.: a 100 Mbps service from A to B) and leave the how and where up to the domain. This
flexibility is strongly linked to the simultaneous need on the part of each domain to heal, scale and
optimize its own resources – which reduces cost, improves the customer experience and makes
dynamic services (and their revenues) possible.
Figure 5: E2E Service Orchestration must be Multi-Domain Service Orchestration.
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Source: Appledore Research
One of the points of controversy (noted above) surrounds the implementation of such a layered
environment. It is perfectly reasonable to have a single orchestration product perform both a
domain layer task and a cross-domain layer task. In fact, some leading vendors and operators prefer
this approach since it provides a unified environment to create and execute logic. Logically
however, there must be a hierarchy of independent and dependent services, with actions occurring
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first at the lowest layer and propagating up as required. It may appear confusing, and breaks twodimensional graphs, but in practice this reduces complexity since actions are handled locally
whenever possible, simplifying the environment.

Domain Orchestration vs Cross-Domain “Service” Orchestration
Making sense of the cross-domain service orchestration category requires that we contrast and
understand its similarities with two other taxonomy categories: Domain Management and
Distributed Cloud Infrastructure. Both Domain Orchestration and Distributed Cloud Infrastructure
(management) are outside the scope of this document. Appledore already cover some domain
management in related research streams, notably SD-WAN and its controllers.
Linking domains is the path to define new revenues that are often spoken of, in various terms.
Earlier, we introduced the idea that tomorrow’s services will often be assembled from myriad
component services, and forecast that USD 132 billion in new revenues depends on operationalizing
this expanded business model. We also asserted that this is the most demonstrably real source of
“innovation” for the industry. Finally, stated that the primary goal of end-to-end “multi-domain”
service orchestration is to allow the flexible, agile and inexpensive compilation of individual domain
services into innovative and possibly customized services. These will often take the form of service
chains or network slices, which are conceptually very similar.
Appledore, in our NAS (network automation software) forecast and market share document, defined
two categories of domain orchestration. Both exist at layers below that of “cross-domain” service
orchestration.
1. Domain Managers/Controllers, and
2. Distributed Cloud Infrastructure
Domain orchestrators/controllers
This raises the complex issue of the coexistence of both individual domain orchestrators and endto-end cross-domain service orchestration. Adding to potential confusion, domain orchestrators
have many names – “cloud managers” often refer to the orchestration of cloud-native workloads;
“SDN controllers”, “SD-WAN controllers”, optical controllers and “SON Managers” (self-organizing
RAN network controllers) are all examples of orchestrators within those domains. The salient
characteristic of domain controllers is that they contain very specific technology domain expertise,
logic and data structures. Many, for better or worse, also contain proprietary interface and
capabilities, not unlike old “network management” systems. It may be feasible to build these
controllers on more generalized orchestration platforms, but this is currently atypical.
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Distributed Cloud Infrastructure (“MANO”)
Distributed Cloud Infrastructure refers to the automated management components for the “telco
cloud” – systems that manage the virtualization of and workload/flow assignment within large
datacenters and small (e.g.: edge). The ETSI/MANO term that most closely matches this function is
the “VIM” – the virtualized Infrastructure Manager. Many cloud-native analogs exist to manage
servers, DASD, and the entirety of datacenters large and small. They have no specific knowledge,
however of the CNFs that reside on them. This capability is sometimes included in cross-domain
orchestrators; similarly, it is often a re-use/re-packaging of the same underlying technology,
primarily differentiated by user interface terminology, reports, and critically – CNF models vs service
models.
Technology Domains and Administrative/Ownership Domains
For both this and the following sections, we re-introduce the “domains and layers” chart from
above. Note that there are two dotted lines; one horizontal and one vertical. The horizontal one
represents the layering of “cross-domain” service orchestration “above” individual technology
domains. These systems communicate back and forth over service oriented APIs (more detail
below). A second set of domains are illustrated to the right: these are 3rd party domains. Examples
are interconnection partners (other CSPs), public clouds (Azure, AWS, …), SaaS providers’, and even
the enterprise customer’ own datacenters and LANs.
How domains relate and inter-work
The diagram below illustrates the relationship between service orchestration, and various domains.
The domains may be defined by technologies, vendor implementations (e.g.; SDWAN controllers), or
3rd party ownership/administrative domains (e.g.: public cloud facility). Domains may configure
technology, but they create – and expose via APIs – services (abstracting the details). Abstraction
allows for independence and therefore self-management. Ideally a failure within the domain may
be healed locally, with no impact to the layer above. Example: an SDN domain controllers could reroute a service away from congested paths. Domains not only exist “horizontally”, for example core
transport and RAN, but also “vertically” – in layers from infrastructure management up through
workloads, to service flows on those workloads, and finally to the end-o-end service, which is a
concatenation of those horizontal service flows.
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Figure 6: Distributed Autonomic Layers with E2E Service orchestration
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It all looks complicated, but greatly simplifies end-to-end innovation and management
While the existence of many different orchestrators at first appears complex, in the long term the
structured loose coupling that it achieves yields substantial simplification so long as two principles
are followed:
1. Everything is built as a re-usable component
2. All domains are treated as intent based, self-managing, loosely coupled entities and are
orchestrated “aaS” through APIs. This has many implications, the first of which is that the
actual service implementation state is kept locally within the domain
management/orchestrator. That level of inventory detail is NOT generally exposed – rather
the service is abstracted and exposed using the same intent-based parameters it was
originally orchestrated from.
these t o principles are adhered to – the gro th over time o the ecosystem can progress smoothly,
ith minimal re-integration and disruption. Furthermore, innovation becomes a relatively simple
matter of stringing pre-built services, from multiple domains, together.
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Service Orchestration and Innovation
Orchestration is where innovation and service creation take place, linking together applications,
transport and other assets into end-to-end services.
“Cross-domain”, or “service” orchestration’s mandate is to create end-to-end services out of
(generally) pre-existing service components, typically from multiple domains (thus “cross-domain”),
resulting in low-code innovation, feasibility of more complex services, and allowing selfmanagement within domains and service components. These components are both internal (RAN,
Access, CNF…) and third-party (public cloud, SaaS functionality, customer’s LAN …).
As such, End-to-end Service Orchestration has some powerful properties:
1. It is the point at which end-to-end services – as simple as connections or as complex as 4th
industrial revolution (“4IR”) slices, are created.
2. It is the point at which CSPs may innovate internally, creating product variants, and even
custom or semi-custom services, easily (via the assembly of building blocks)
3. It is the point of integration with third parties, such as public clouds, out-of-region access
partners, factory LANs – whatever – so that innovation may occur beyond the borders of the
telco.
4. Corollary to the above, and in Appledore Research’s opinion among the most likely, it is the
point at which CSP’s may expose network services to 3rd parties, driving innovation from
myriad segments from gaming to manufacturing to health.
5. If designed properly (loosely coupled to domains, intent based, …) cross-domain service
orchestration also yields very significant software cost and complexity reductions, such as
reduced SI and maintenance costs.
In some cases, these sorts of services may be classed as “service chains”, in other cases “network
slices”. Many in the industry refer to digital services and how IoT will drive new digital services. The
traditional web term is “mashup”. Without these new service categories, the USD132bn referenced
above are not economically nor practically feasible.
Regardless of the service type, service orchestration enables rapid, efficient innovation. It also
allows others to innovate, incorporating telco services as part of their innovations.
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Success in service orchestration will depend on several factors:
1. The pre-existence of self-managing automated domains
2. Loose coupling to those domains, treating them “aaS”
3. A cross-domain environment that allows for agile, intent-based innovation and management
Readers should keep in mind that innovation success depends not only on the ability to innovate
rapidly, but also the ability to do so inexpensively, and for the ongoing operations to be similarly
inexpensive. Therefore the “how” is often as important as the “what”.

The Automation and Innovation Revolution – What Success Demands
At the risk of repeating ourselves, the goals for tomorrow’s environment are innovation and
automation, and that they are tightly inter oven, and ortunately have common enablers.
Automation makes innovation financially practical; innovation without automation simply drives up
complexity and cost. Similarly, advanced technologies such as 5G, slicing and SDN, absent
automation, also drive complexity and cost up. So traditional “trade-off” thinking (cost vs
innovation) is a false concept. We must pursue both. Fortunately, the path is clear, if not easy.
Success, as always demands more than technology. Institutional inertia poses a significant
challenge and must be overcome. Inertia exists in the form of existing software and existing
processes that must be accommodated and ultimately replaced, taking both time and money.
Another aspect of inertia is more insidious – the corpus of individual and institutional learning that
has occurred over decades. Some hallowed concepts, such as “end-to-end fulfilment within one
stack”, “control the details” and “single consistent inventory”, must be un-learned for the cloud
world. Inertia also exists in organizational structure and process: the separation of fulfilment and
assurance as organizations, and business investment processes that assume that a single service
must justify an “OSS” investment, and therefore minimize first cost rather than invest in an e ficient
so t are actory. These were not “mistakes” but rather conscious decisions – in the past innovation
was limited and service factories didn’t pay back. Success demands that we abandon these old
assumptions and embrace the proven needs of cloud technology.
Below we lay out the principles that will effect not only innovation but also agility. Along the way
they will vastly reduce (sometimes even eliminate) the cost of software maintenance, and similarly
reduce the costs of integration and critically maintaining those integrations over time; costs that, as
stated, typically eat up most IT budgets. Read on but rest assured this is neither wishful thinking
nor magic – it’s the impact of re-use (write/maintain once) and loose coupling (hides changes from
integration – simple APIs). Both are core principles of “aaS” as well.
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SUPPLIER EVALUTION
Best Practices and Supplier Evaluation Criteria
Before we launch into specific characterization criteria, we wish to be clear about the essential,
long-term operational and business goals that these criteria support. Appledore believes that the
following characterize best practices, and customers’ needs, for service orchestration:
1. It must be founded in re-usable service objects and modularity.
2. It must be self-realizing, based not on pre-defined conditions, but based on context –
derived both from orders and network state (aka “Intent”).
3. It must span multiple layers – including resource instantiation, network function
configuration, service configuration, and product configuration.
4. A fourth characteristic spans segments – best practice demands independent, autonomous
domains and loose coupling between NSO and those intelligent domain
orchestrators/controllers (market sized below)
Successful platforms will support these goals and make them straightforward to implement.
Our supplier/product evaluation criteria are intended to measure the degree to which each product
is making, and will continue to drive, a positive impact on the industry’s ability to modernize,
achieving the following business & market goals:
•

Ability to innovate cost-effectively at scale. This implies low cost, rapid innovation that is
both practical and economically viable at low service volumes, resulting in “mass
customization” – the ability for 100s or 1000s of semi-unique services to collectively create a
huge and profitable market

•

Ability to create services that span technologies, layers and ownership domains. These
domains may include public cloud providers, shared datacenters, other CSPs, and assets
(such as LANs) of the enterprise customer itself.

•

Corollary to the above, this is the basis for many IoT and “digital services” ecosystems.

•

Reduce the “IT tax” – the fact that between maintenance and integration/re-integration,
simply maintaining the software already in place consumes the vast majority of a CSP’s IT
budget, and correspondingly squeezes out modernization, new features, and innovation
itself.

•

Automation. Specifically, automation delivers against three business needs:
o Automation is essential in order to support the scale of changes inherent in cloud
native architectures that scale, heal and optimize themselves
o Automation significantly reduces time to market, time to restoration and time to
(initial) resolution
o Automation significantly reduces labor costs
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o

Corollary: automation, through elimination of labor segments, makes complex
services possible at lower scale (e.g.: bandwidth on demand, scale on threshold,
flexible rearrangements to coincide with business needs, etc.)

nnovation and automation are tightly inter- oven, with automation enabling innovation and
innovation demanding automation (in order to be economically feasible). Furthermore, neither are
“science projects” to be figured out; both depend on a relatively small number of design concepts
already proven in Control Theory. Appledore Research began documenting most of them in our
research stream on orchestration, closed loops, and control theory itself. Many of those documents
may still prove useful reads. These same principles will also make next generation ordering simpler
to maintain, and more flexible for both users (to buy) and service designers (to innovate). This topic
is treated in more detail in Appendix B.
We wish to evaluate not only the technical and operational capabilities of products, but also the
degree to which they are being deployed and achieving these goals. Meaningful products help
effect the transition from “OSS” to “Network Automation Software” as we defined/described it.
Deployments not only validate that products work as desired, but they measure the impact that the
product is having in the industry’s modernization and transformation. We wish to underscore – we
are not looking for simple market share of a product, but market share that correlates to the
objectives stated above, and the criteria detailed below.
It is interesting to think about good design principles in terms of what operational goals it furthers.
Below we [over-?] simplify the lifecycle of any network and service into four phases, some of which
occur in parallel or repeatedly. Innovation is the process of creating new services, permutations,
etc. Automation is the process of instantiating, validating etc. that service – hopefully at scale and
with zero touch, high precision and low cost. Integration is the process of communicating as
necessary with other entities – both software processes (which has historically consumed huge
internal resources and time) and externally to support mashups, IoT, trading partners, etc. Finally
Operate is an extension of automation throughout the lifecycle to heal, scale out, scale back,
optimize the network and services throughout their lifecycle.
It is interesting to note that many attributes facilitate not one but many and sometimes all of the
phases. Moreover, many relay on each other – they are not separable. For example, for rapid
innovation, automation, integration, and operation one needs self-managing domains, yet to
succeed they must be “aaS” (abstracted) and then exposed via loosely-coupled APIs (to avoid
significant cost of integration, and ongoing re-integration). Success therefore is a package – and
architecture – not simply a collection of independent features. The good news, as we will show, is
that the vast majority of solutions available today claim to meet all or nearly all the below.
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Table 1: Desirable service orchestration characteristics mapped to operational goals
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Appledore collected a large set of data as part of this research project. We spoke directly with many
CSPs, both directly in this research stream, and also in related streams on the new enterprise
business model, and on 5G, edge and Open RAN. The core research was an extensive set of
questions posted to leading suppliers. This was not a simple set of survey questions, but probing
questions that generated 100s of pages of written responses, as well as 20-30 hours of live briefing
and discussion with those suppliers to clarify responses and understand their perspective and
positioning.
We have analyzed this corpus of information both on the surface and also for consistency and
quality of the responses and grouped the replies to get “above to weeds” and present data that is
useful in terms of how it will help CSPs achieve operational and business goals. Some of the more
technical categories, such as closed loop and intent, are covered within this document and its
appendices. Further detail and explanation is in Appledore’s research library.
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Evaluation Category Definitions
Closed Loop Best Practices. We deem this critical for a going-forward solution not only because it is
a fundamental tenet (“dynamically managed”) of cloud-native, but also because the proper design
vastly reduces complexity, maintenance and development going forward. It is critical to cost
effectiveness. The details are summarized in APPE
X B: Orchestration and losed oop
Automation and covered in much more detail in many Appledore reports. Critical factors include a
single method for fulfilment, healing and scaling as well as the flexibility to find such healing
solutions, courtesy of our next metric – intent.
Intent, at the service layer. Dynamic, “cloud” networks must manage themselves, without human
intervention. Without intent, specifically at the service (cross domain) later, hands-off autonomic
operation is impossible – and must revert to human intervention (which does not scale in volume
nor cost) or detailed logic (which returns us to maintenance hell). This implies that services must be
modeled with flexible declarative properties (typically SLA-like), must pass these to domains, and
must “recure” or arbitrate across domains when fallout, congestion, or failures occur so that the E2E
service may be restored autonomically. Intent defines the service according to critical
limitations/constraints that are important to the customer or the business, such as performance,
location, reliability, and cost. We look for automated generic methods to find specific solutions in
keeping with such intent. We also look to automated methods (e.g. recursion) that allow this
imprecise and sometimes messy process to proceed rapidly, without intervention. Readers may
wish to read Appledore’s two major reports covering intent.
Market Impact. A measure of the number, size and quality/complexity of documented commercial
deployments. In their absence, we look to documented PoCs. The goal is to see to what degree the
solution is making progress in the market, making a difference, and proving that the concepts can
“walk the talk”. We recognize it is both early days and that buyers are cautious and have much “on
their plates”.
Standards and Documentation. Use of relevant industry standards can help deployment speed and
reduce risk and cost. Comprehensive, public documentation also helps ease integration, open-ness
to DIY, 3rd party development, alternative SIs, vendor independence. Full documentation of
interfaces, example models, and adherence to common standards are top of mind. While it is
explicitly not a standard, we also note and strongly support rapid interface development toolkits.
Pre-integration and libraries. The vast majority of IT spending goes to the “maintenance and
integration tax” – these characteristics can nearly eliminate this tax. Systems integration, test and
validation add time and cost to any project. Even open interfaces require implementation and test,
and many systems have rich, yet proprietary interfaces which must be built – unless a supplier has
off-the-shelf assets to call on. CDSO orchestrates across domains. No domains, no output. This
measures the degree to which pre-integration exists with first- and third-party domains and
systems, as well as the degree to which libraries of documented adapters/etc. exist. We also looked
to pre-built sample models that expedite the creation of new library entries. Pre-integration may be
critical to smaller players without either resources to do work, or the revenues over which to spread
cost.
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Summary Evaluations
With that explained, the table below presents our high-level summary evaluations. Vendors
provided responses to a common set of detailed questions. In most cases this was followed up with
interactive presentation/discussion sessions.
In the evaluation below, the more solid the “pie”, the better.
Best
Practice
Closed
Loop

Intent
at
Service
Layer

Market
Impact

Standards &
Documentation

Preintegration
& libraries

Amdocs

●

●

◕

●

●

Blue
Planet

◕

●

●

●

◕

Comarch

◕

●

◑

◕

◕

Ericsson

●

◕

◑

●

◕

HPE

●

●

●

●

◕
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Amdocs’ profile in this market reflects a decade of
accumulated expertise in network and service
orchestration. Strong on service lifecycle and intent,
they bring a wide range of related products and
services to cross-domain orchestration contexts.
A comprehensive MDSO solution supported by a
strong cloud-native-CI/CD foundation, which makes
operating and upgrading the Blue Planet software
highly flexible. Still relatively young, Blue Planet has
established a solid market presence with a modern
offering. Blue Planet comes from a true ISV
background, but now lives within a major transport
supplier.
Comarch demonstrated clear grasp of the issues and
concepts. The emphasis in E2ESO seems tilted more
towards fulfilment, but they were one of the few
suppliers to detail how AI is used within the
assurance closed loop. Best known in Europe, the
company is also active in APAC as a digital solutions
provider beyond just the telecom sector. Their
offering in E2ESO reflects their long experience.
Ericsson has continuously moved its solution
forward, both through the acquisition of CENX, and
re-design to implement intent and many of our best
practices. Very strong in RAN and with network base.
Their cross-domain, next generation, non-POC
deployment evidence, however, is primarily Verizon
Enterprise. Ericsson’s documentation/story is
lighter on advanced operational support (intent,
Closed loop) compared to the leaders.
Kudos to HPE for a clear and strong response, and
for documenting deployments and Tier-1 use cases
that meet both cross-domain and operational filters.
While HPE lacks the “our own kit” pre integration
that some of the large radio and transport NEPs
have, they largely make up for it with extensive
libraries and the fruits of field integrations.
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Best
Practice
Closed
Loop

Intent
at
Service
Layer

Market
Impact

Standards &
Documentation

Preintegration
& libraries

IBM

●

●

●

●

◑

Inmanta

●

●

◔

●

◑

◑* ◑* ◑*

◑*

◕*

Netcracker

●

●

◕

◕

●

Nokia

●

●

◑

●

●

Itential
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IBM as an upstart! After many years doing custom
projects, IBM has made the plunge with a true
product, with a cloud-native and flexible
architecture, and impressive deployments. IBM
emphasizes its ability to “dive down” into cloud
native workload operations. This product is also in a
new Networking BU within IBM. The result is five
large, new, cross-domain customers – making IBM
one of the market impact leaders given the
significance of these customers and projects.
Inmanta has a strong academic foundation, for
better or worse, and has created its own modelling
language based on intent. They claim to be the only
purpose-built solution for intent-driven crossdomain SO. Certainly, their documentation was
impressive, and they showed the ability to
communicate complex topics simply – in this
author’s opinion a sign of knowing it cold. SI
friendly. Their solution deserves to be betterknown, and given more scrutiny in the real world.
*In this crowd, Itential is a square peg in a round
hole. They may argue that square pegs are the
answer, but against the criteria we set out here they
tend to fall down. Though responses to this survey
were much less detailed than other suppliers, they
are clearly a significant player in the wider market.
So, we encourage readers to think about them
differently – and clearly the market is doing so. We
view them as a layer above most of the systems here
– allowing those cross-company mash-ups, and
product bundlings to be automated.
Netcracker provided a comprehensive and well
thought through response, giving us additional
insight into the all-important “how, and how well”.
While Netcracker is primarily known for turnkey
deployment, they also appear to have
documentation covered for this solution – according
to them, their most strategic with major investment
in 2018 & 19. They have some solid and diverse
deployments to show for it as well.
The good, and the bad, is that Nokia’s Digital
Operations Center is an entirely new solution for
2021 – we expect Nokia Digital Operations Center to
have a strong market impact, but it is very early
days. Nokia strongly advocate for their combined
assurance/orchestration system, which shares
common data including a common service-layer
dependency model, and a clear focus on abstraction
and delegation to autonomic domains.
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Best
Practice
Closed
Loop

Intent
at
Service
Layer

Market
Impact

Standards &
Documentation

Preintegration
& libraries

Oracle

●

●

◕

◕

◕

VMware

●

◕

◑

◕

◕

Commentary

SNO is built on a very clean layering, with standard
interfaces between layers, and declarative
communications wherever possible. Oracle, like
many has a very strong story and capabilities, yet
the conservatism of the marketplace means that
deployments do not yet reveal the anticipated
capabilities.
VMware has recently joined the cross-domain SO
fray, building on their successful entry into multicloud, cloud-native operations. And handling
multiple cloud domains remains a particular
strength of the platform – built on the credentials of
providing virtualization into nearly every
environment on the market (and even across other
cloud-native environments such as Amazon EKS). As
a new player their market impact – specifically in
cross-domain orchestration – is necessarily limited.
The next 18 months will be telling for this promising
IT-native entry.

Special Commentary - Intra-Domain Service Orchestrators
Below, we break out a set of orchestrators that really concentrate on domains, especially transport.
Since transport is at the heart of telecom, for some operators and for some “services” it can
represent a significant portion of “end-to-end" service automation. Similarly, there are vendors who
aspire to cross-domain orchestration, but, in reality, have unique strengths as of today in one or
more domains. These are all important vendors and bear mention although they fall outside the
focus of this specific report.
Commentary
Cisco
Crosswork

Juniper
Paragon

Others –
Nokia NSP,
Ciena BP, …

Cisco is assembling a powerful automation arsenal in its Crosswork branded suite. With IP
and optical controllers, Sedona incorporates a hierarchical controller, NSO for service
configuration, and documented support for intent based operation and adherence to closed
loop principles, this is a growing story. It is not a widely used player (and in our opinion
maybe not focussed on) in the true cross-domain service orchestration market.
Juniper is actively investing in its Paragon automation suite, focussed not surprisingly on the
transport domain where Juniper is a major player. They integrate a capable
orchestration/workflow solution, their automated EMSs, and their recently acquired active
assurance (NetRounds) – allowing for some differentiated capabilities including pre-turn up
testing and lifecycle diagnostics. Look for deeper analysis in our upcoming transport domain
research.
Many players that have cross-domain (Inter-domain) orchestrators included in this report
also have domain orchestrators which, in some instances, could be viewed as legitimate
network service orchestrators. This is particularly true in the transport domain since telecom
is, primarily a transport business (RAN, optical or other). Some of the strongest offerings are
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Commentary
in fact L0 through L3 solutions that are in fact multi-domain, with the “super domain” being
multi-layer transport automation. We plan to cover this segment independently and do not
wish to in any way disparage the capabilities of these products (including those above).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The orchestration market is just, in the last 12 months, hitting the point where domains are in place,
cloud native has been accepted and is being realized; the time is right to break down silos with
orchestration that links those self-managing domains together. On the evidence we have seen,
though early stage, there is clear momentum in this particular market.
There are disparate goals and approaches, often based in a CSP’s or supplier’s history, strengths and
resources. By and large however, they are driven by a small number of use-case and revenue driver
categories – each of which will have myriad versions to service various industries. Fundamentally
these are a) the “new dynamic enterprise model” and b) network slicing, which will be tightly
intertwined with IoT and private networks – which will be served by those slices.
While all of the deployments focus on the network, if CSPs keep their eye on the ball, these
investments can enable participation in much larger vertical industry ecosystems – from the 4th
industrial revolution to healthcare, smart cities etc. Slices and dynamic chaining handle telecom
network functions and closely associated capabilities such as security, yet they also allow telcos to
more directly participate in the larger revenue streams, albeit for only a portion of those revenues.
Success in those industries demands thinking differently – thinking “open” and “agile” with APIs that
facilitate two-way integration with enterprise, public clouds, SaaS players, out-of-region CSP
partners, and even unknown 3rd parties. In “The Innovation Telco” we argue that 3rd parties may be a
key source of innovation, so long as CSPs give them the tools to innovate, by purchasing, in effect,
NaaS to interconnect and link their own innovative ecosystems.
The supply-side has progressed dramatically in the last 18 months. Before that, “orchestration”
often meant deterministic workflow – brittle, labor intensive and decisively not agile. According to
the responses we received, the center of mass has shifted dramatically with nearly every supplier
claiming and often documenting conformity with the industry’s best practices, and ours.
Therefore, differences between suppliers come down to related (and still hugely important) things
such as levels of pre-integration, useability of development environments, libraries of sample
models and pre-built interfaces (both north and south-bound), and deployment services to help get
solutions up and running. We believe that these vendor positions map well to the needs of CSPs
which vary widely – from global giants with huge resource and a penchant for customization, to
smaller players that need “off the shelf” deployments to make their financial numbers work.
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At minimum, the market has segmented into domains and cross-domain. Yet we are beginning to
see more subtle layerings, with self-managing domains (cloud, transport, RAN …) a “close to
network” layer service orchestration (e.g.: Slicing), and often higher layers either focused on the
non-network aspects of a service or acting as a mashup gateway to publish and consume APIs
externally. In this way domains expose to slicing and slices are exposed to external businesses.
Voila, innovation.
Success is not merely a matter of buying and deploying software however. In our research we have
many examples of CSPs that allow existing integration methods, organizational structure and even
procurement inertia to compromise their acquisitions and architecture. We cannot see the future.
What we can see is that the future, and the revenue opportunities it will bring, will largely occur
outside of telecom and simply need our services, and that they will in fact be unknown. This
demands that we plan for the unknown – exposing capabilities with a minimum of pre-conditions. It
also demands that we build with re-usable service models that can service many end industries.

Recommendations for CSPs
•

Be clear about the mix of business goals you are seeking to achieve. Service Orchestration
can be focused on narrow business objectives, but we encourage CSPs to consider how the
goals of orchestration, automation and innovation all might be served. This range of
suppliers and offerings has evolved rapidly, and choices made now should be expected to
last through continued transformation of CSPs.

•

“ hange is the only constant in li e” – Heroclitus.
How the ancient Greeks understood domain driven design we don’t know, but Heroclitus’
quote remains true. For decades our industry has built operations silos that stood the test of
time, to our consternation. It is imperative to build the new orchestration ecosystem with the
explicit thought that it is an ecosystem that will change many times – domains will be added,
technologies will evolve, domain managers must be upgraded to support new technology
frontiers – and it must not become an integration nightmare. This demands loose coupling,
self-managing domains, and abstracted APIs.

•

Corollary to above, since domains self-manage and are abstracted, inventory must be
distributed and federated – contained within each domain. They are changing dynamically in
real time, after all.

•

Appledore recommend that CSPs first establish self-managing domains in major technology
areas (transport, Cloud, RAN(s), etc.) and only then expose those domains, fully abstracted, to
cross-domain service orchestration.

•

We recommend that CSPs build with the assumptions that new technologies will demand new
or different domain managers constantly. It should be simple to deploy a new domain
manager, and expose its fully abstracted APIs to cross-domain service orchestration.

•

CSPs should not only demand leading edge adherence to the fundamentals of intent, closedloop automation, abstraction, standards conformance and the rest – but must provide the
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model data that rives these systems with an eye toward long term agility and cost reduction.
This means modularity, and proper models both of workloads, and at the higher level of
services. Orchestration systems only do what the models tell them after all.
•

CSPs must choose a supplier not only for technical capabilities, but for their segment focus:
pre-integration, custom work, advanced operations, etc. Each has trade-offs.

Recommendations for Suppliers
•

Be clear about your strengths and focus on your areas of differentiation. You can’t excel at
everything and the market is too crowded to coast along. In survey responses, nearly every
vendor claimed the same focus, yet clearly had different core strengths. This does a
disservice to buyers and sellers.

•

Corollary to above: be clear about the “layer” at which you have the greatest expertise and
greatest functionality. Some suppliers operate close to the network, with less support for
long-running and non-network actions. Other are the reverse.

•

Be compelling in your commitment to tomorrow’s operating environment and to the
technology that will enable it. Don’t just check the “closed loop and intent” boxes - be clear
about your deep knowledge and commitment to enabling agility and innovation. Clearly
some players are more articulate than others on this score.

•

Most use cases and documentation are network-focused and narrow. While today’s focus
may be on getting new enterprise models (based on SDWAN and security) and slices up and
running, we think the industry is missing a trick: to show how they can go one further and
enable innovation using these same network components – but that demands a look outward
to agile collaboration, as well as inward, to network automation.

•

Make a virtue of your collaborations. While support for standards counts for something, CSPs
are just as reassured by vendor combinations that show how companies can work together
successfully, especially if considered to be competitors in a wider market landscape.
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SUPPLIER PROFILES
Amdocs
Amdocs’ entry into the E2ESO space is the Amdocs Intelligent Networking suite, which provides
lifecycle management of services that span multiple domains, technologies and clouds, and
comprises Orchestration, Designer, Activation and Inventory. Amdocs’ service orchestration and
design capabilities work closely with Amdocs’ product and service catalog and their
Microservices360 environment.
Amdocs’ progress reflects the evolution of the industry along the stages we outlined in S,
accumulating reference deployments in network and service orchestration, followed by introduction
of virtualized functions, to the emergence of new, cross-domain requirements in a multi-cloud
context. As such, it has built up considerable expertise in overcoming the challenges at each stage
of this evolution, enabling it to offer pre-integration of its service orchestration solution to a range
of lower-level orchestrators and controllers from leading NEPs and vendors. It also provides out-ofthe-box service models, policies, workflows for services such as SD-WAN and 5G Network Slices, and
close relationships with major hyperscalers (Azure and AWS in particular).
Amdocs’ offering incorporates concepts that we regard as essential in a modern, next-gen, intentbased, cross-domain service orchestration, including ML-driven, closed loop automation. (Although
it is a feature of this market that CSPs remain cautious about enabling this level of automation.)
Service Design is a strong point, as might be expected, with Amdocs reaping returns from its
investment in ONAP.
Amdocs also checks all the right boxes on standards and industry participation, reflected in the wide
range of use cases supported by its orchestration capabilities. (On PoCs, as with most other vendors
in this survey, various demonstrations of 5G slice management/orchestration feature strongly). In a
cross-domain service orchestration project for a major US Tier1, Amdocs is also acting as a lead
delivery engineering and SI partner on the project, delivering the real-time “charging trigger
function” – bringing in yet another historic Amdocs strength – billing and charging.
In this emerging market of cross-domain service orchestration, Amdocs is playing to its traditional
strengths, updated to tomorrow’s management environment – delivering a combination of service
design, catalog, orchestration, charging and other functions, on an “a la carte” basis, wrapped in
Amdocs’ traditional business model – a strong services and integration play.

Blue Planet
Blue Planet Multi-Domain Service Orchestration, or “MDSO” has existed in this space for several
years, ironically making the relative newcomer one of the established players. Blue Planet
maintains a single technology platform, Blue Planet Orchestration, but positions its technology
flexibly -- as E2E (cross-domain) and in-domain orchestration, with NFV orchestration as a named
special case. This “modules on a common platform” approach is entirely logical, since Blue Planet
has, from the product’s earliest roots, emphasized its model-based operation and micro-service
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architecture. Blue Planet has gradually assembled, both organically and through acquisition, a
complete automation portfolio, including route calculation, assurance, analytics, service order
management and cross-domain inventory federation.
Blue Planet implements all the key best practices that we recommend for automation, including
model-based operation, declarative (intent-based) operation, domain-driven design, and a single
platform for fulfilment / healing / scaling. Closely related, it has incorporated a version of the ONAP
policy environment to guide automated operations within the constraints of declarative definitions.
Service models can be intent-based/declarative although in practice are typically imperative, based
on pre-defined integrations or using python/BPMN.
Blue Planet MDSO is deployed in over 50 operators globally, including a number of Tier-1s. Named
deployments include Vodafone UK (edge-based IP and optical transport automation), Telefonica
Deutschland iFusion (software-defined transport), BT (cloud collaboration services), M1 (5G
foundation), Vocus Group (IP/MPLS network automation), Windstream (common orchestration
platform across all services - SD-WAN, IP/optical with NFV service enrichment, optical), Etisalat
(transport automation and BoD), Orange Business Services (NFV service enrichment), Southern Cross
Cable Network (transport automation and BoD), CoreSite (automated cloud connect services) and
others. According to Blue Planet, about 25% of them meet the requirements outlined in this report
for being multi-domain and are employing the technical best practices discussed. To Blue Planet’s
credit, we should note that MDSO is a relatively modern product, and we believe that, even if they
are deployments of limited functionality and domain scope, all of these likely employ the basics of
MDSO technology as evaluated and described here. There essentially is no “legacy MDSO”.
Blue Planet supports 3GPP Slicing model as NSMF, NSSMF, NFMF; it also supports TMF Service
Catalog (TMF 633), Service Inventory (TMF 638), Resource Inventory (TMF 639), Activation and
Configuration (TMF 640), Service Ordering (TMF 641), & Service Qualification (TMF 645).

Cisco NSO and CrossWork
Cisco is one of the strongest players in the L0 through L3 transport multi-domain space, with an
offer that automates transmission paths and traffic with full knowledge of the underlay(s). Overall
this is branded “Crosswork” and includes their IP domain controller, their optical domain controller,
their cross-layer Hierarchical Controller (“HCO”) and embeds service configuration management
from their NSO product. Cisco have recently strengthened their play with the acquisition of Sedona,
which provides the core of HCO and gives Cisco a strong cross-layer solution to correlate optical and
IP paths. This transport focus is a logical one for the leading IP player.
Cisco’s transport-domain suite adheres to most of the principals that Appledore suggest, including
intent based operation, abstraction and support for standard interfaces (Cisco employ IETF
interfaces). Their response went beyond “yes” and demonstrated an understanding of some of this
confusing area’s subtleties as well. Cisco provided evidence of relatively wide adoption, and use in
multi-vendor environments. Since its core is outside of our cross domain focus, we will be
necessarily brief here. Look for additional coverage in our planned research on transport domain
automation products.
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Beyond that, Cisco claims that their NSO product is a player in the broader cross-domain service
orchestration market. While it technically can be used as such, we believe that in pure cross-domain
(the focus of this report) it is not playing to its strengths. As evidence we point to many
deployments where Cisco managers the transport domain, while others (including a public
partnership with IBM) handle the cross-domain service layer as well as cloud-native management.
In order to compare apples to apples, we have therefore listed Cisco in a segment for transport
specialists, who also provide significant automation capabilities.

Comarch
Comarch is an ISV targeting Tier-1 and Tier-2 operators. Comarch is very clear that their focus is on
the orchestration of customized CFS services using a common library of re-usable service
components. We applaud their clarity of focus. They support a wide range of “transport + VNF and
software delivered” services (our simplification) but are working with their customers to PoC more
advanced 5G slicing and derivative services for the near future.
Comarch has a very clearly layered and abstracted solution, tied closely to TMF standards and the
TMF “product-service-resource” catalog hierarchy. Similarly, they could on clear abstractions from
lower layers and treat those services as services, both for assurance, inventory and other actions.
Details are left to the individual domains. Comarch’s solution is model-based and intent-based. In
fact, they provided very clear answers on the method of de-coupling the intent (SLA/KPI
parameters) from “as built”. Over-simplified, their approach is rule trees that limit solutions, linear
programming-style, to those that meet all intents. They added a very interesting comment on using
ML to infer various performance characteristics, without elaboration. We hope to look more deeply
at this and similar capabilities in our upcoming work on AI & ML.
The solution, being abstracted and based on “component assembly” methods is well suited to endservice innovation. It also means that it is logically possible (simple?) to include any arbitrary
service, either within a CSP’s network or increasingly external (factory, SaaS capability, public cloud).
Comarch specifically states that their strategy is to support orchestration on all main public clouds
including Azure, AWS and Google Cloud Platform.
Several deployments are referenced, including LG U+ (Korea), Telefonica UK, Orange Poland and, per
Comarch, all employ the technologies described here.
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Ericsson
As one of the leading, dominant suppliers in telecom, Ericsson has a large installed base to service
(pertinent to this report, over 100 domain-level orchestration projects, with 85 live). That sizeable
community’s needs in relation to end-to-end service orchestration are many and varied. In that
context, it makes sense for Ericsson to emphasize alignment to industry standards in its offerings,
rather than lead with bold claims about productivity gains, unlocked revenues, reduced time-tomarket or other breathy promises about the business value of its end-to-end service orchestration.
Ericsson’s E2E SO solution comprises products from across their OSS and BSS portfolio, as well as
products built using ONAP components as a foundation (Ericsson was a major contributor to ONAP).
While Appledore’s view is that that ONAP’s star has waned (at least in terms of its original ambition
to be a sort of opensource OSS for the global telecom industry), it still has enthusiastic proponents
(such as Orange), and Ericsson is far from the only vendor to be cherry-picking from the ONAP
catalog.
Ericsson Orchestrator has five major components which can be deployed individually or together:
•
•
•
•
•

Ericsson Orchestrator – Universal Design Studio (EO-UDS) – based on ONAP SDC
Ericsson Orchestrator – Service Orchestrator (EO-SO)
Ericsson Orchestrator – Cloud Manager (EO-CM) = NFV CNF Orchestration
Ericsson Orchestrator – Evolved VNF Manager (EO-EVNFM)
Ericsson Orchestrator – Policy Framework (EO-PF)

Out of the box, Ericsson can provide ready-made templates or service definitions for both generic
service types, as well as for Ericsson-sourced network functions. Clearly, this would make for a more
appealing option for an Ericsson customer than the prospect of a paying a non-NEP SI to complete
that work.
Ericsson E2E SO checks all the relevant standards boxes too, supporting TMF 641, 638, 633, 3GPP, ETSI
MANO, ONAP and IETF interface specifications.
Ericsson has a strategic relationship with Google Cloud, which has yielded an integrated between
Google Cloud APIs and the Ericsson Orchestrator product, enabling Telecom Italia Mobile to
instantiate an Ericsson 5G Core on an edge location. Ericsson has partnering agreements, defined
and agreed blueprints with Google, AWS and Azure.
Ericsson has onboarded over 200 third-party VNF/CNFs, and pre-integrated its orchestration offering
with SD-WAN vendors including Versa, Velocloud and Palo Alto Networks. For transport domain
orchestration, it maintains a relationship with Sedona Systems, now part of Cisco.
Ericsson has a clear multi-year roadmap for further development of E2E SO, that will extend beyond
the instantiation of network slices into monitoring and assurance, and ultimately into more use of
AI/ML within a closed loop. (We cover Ericsson’s strong capabilities in AI and ML in a separate
analysis.)
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HPE
HPE, like IBM, positions its technology as both E2E (cross domain) and in-domain orchestration, and
emphasizes the benefits of a consistent modeling and operational environment. Its cross-domain
solution is “Service Director” while its cloud-domain product is named “NFV Director”. They share
common models, intent algorithms, and overall technology.
HPE makes a strong and well documented case not just that it is intent based, but the basics of how
this is achieved. This answer gets to the root of the issue and provides credibility in their assertions.
Closely related, and also dependent on intent is healing/scaling. HPE’s answer as to “how” this is
achieved is that that in their approach, “healing” means deprovisioning and then re-provisioning
using the very same methods. HPE continues, simplifying their approach to “in fact assurance is
really provisioning” This is a deceptively simple and true answer that cuts through much of the
techno-babel and demonstrates a proper control loop mindset. Good answer.
HPE’s commercial success is reflected in >40 deployments, of which ~15 are Service Director (E2E SO
and in scope to this report) and ~25 NFV Director which is effectively their cloud domain manager
(CNF manager). Like IBM, HPE emphasize the benefits of a consistent environment for services and
management of the cloud domain, but they are differently branded and packaged products, and NFV
director is, to be fair, outside the scope of this document. Finally, per HPE and our analysis, ~10
deployments meet the guidelines we set for “next generation” (meaning that these 10 implement all
the capabilities that HPE claim they support – the rest are various stages of older technologies).
HPE support 3GPP Slicing model as NSMF, NSSMF, NFMF. Their approach to cross-domain innovation
is a TMF 641 North exposure, an NSMF, multiple MSSMFs and a custom adapter factory to facilitate
agile integration to NFs.
Deployed (proven) use-cases are vCPE management, slice management, and edge orchestration (but
that is a derivative, domain product, yet proves the basic approach)

IBM
IBM’s Cloud Pak for Network Automation (“CP4NA”) represents a significant shift in product strategy
for IBM, moving them from being primarily an integrator in this space, to having an off-the-shelf
telecom orchestration product. Moreover, it looks to be a very strong first entry into the space, with
the ability to disrupt incumbents. Significantly, this product also falls in a new business unit. Think:
big blue startup.
IBM “clouds” the distinction between E2ESO and domain orchestration. Like HPE, they emphasize the
nature of their platform, the GUI innovation environment, its fitness for both cross-domain and
especially cloud-domain service, and the benefits of a consistent modeling and operational
environment, at least across E2E and the cloud (CNF) domain.
In IBM’s CP4NA, they tell a very compelling story of intent-based operations, including a fully closed
loop that utilizes intent as a natural method of healing – the proper approach per control theory.
IBM is the orchestration suppler/partner to Dish Networks, one of the few greenfield 5G operators
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attempting to re-write the book on agility and cost. It is still too early to determine how successful
Dish and IBM will be. Beyond Dish, IBM has an additional four deployments, all of which check the
key boxes for next gen and cross-domain – a very fast start for a new player.
IBM also emphasize something that few do, yet Appledore believe will be increasingly important
going forward: the automation of testing as part of normal life-cycle operations. Testing has
typically been a costly, slow, labor-intensive activity saved for deeper insights. Modern technology –
from the virtualization of test heads to the ability to automate scripts and identify necessary
scenarios – is changing this. IBM emphasize that testing and validation are key parts of their overall
solution strategy – whether verifying a service at turn-up or investigating the performance of
specific components as part of diagnosis. This is but one of many ways that automation may be
applied to save labor, improve service quality and clarify understanding of networks’ performance
and the underlying causes.

Inmanta
Inmanta comes to the market as a startup, but one based on years of academic research. Their
product story reads like a “how to achieve automation using control loops” paper – hitting all the
key technical characteristics (at least on paper). Nonetheless, Inmanta has built up sufficient
experience to work out how to handle messy real-world situations (including some tricky legacy
integrations), and so turn their research into viable, in-production solutions. They deserve credit for
their honest and open sharing of lessons learned at industry conferences in recent years.
Inmanta starts out with a bold assertion: their solution is built to deliver 100% automation
throughout network technology and service lifecycles, from infrastructure prep (NFS) to end-user
permutation orchestration, through automated healing and scaling. Inmanta emphasize their
“purpose built and best-of-breed intent-based modeling”. Now, this is a statement only a geek
could love, but this geek does. It cannot be over-stated how critical intent is to achieve automation,
and to simplify code and its maintenance over the long haul. Proper intent reduces the amount of
logic one must develop, and provides healing and scaling “for free” based on re-implementation
using different parameters. Fortunately, the industry is finally either learning this or finally doing
something about it- most early instances were not impressive on this score.
Beyond the core tech, Inmanta’s solution is stated to be fully abstracted to domains and services,
and driven by APIs that are themselves intent based. In fact, if intent is properly implemented this
MUST be so. Inmanta gives an elegantly simple answer that cuts across the inter-relationships that
exist between models, orchestration methods and closed loops: “ n the case o nmanta, the closed
loop is defined in the service model.” This is how it ought to be.
While a relative newcomer, Inmanta has production deployments in telecom, including BICS and
Telenet (part of Liberty Global). Obviously with a new product, all are the latest platform.
Inmanta provides the following examples of use cases (in telecom, cross domain):
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Orchestration of Virtual Private Cloud, orchestrating instantiation of datacenter network,
security, compute and OSS on demand.
On-demand Carrier Ethernet service (+ migration of existing services), integrating core
network and OSS/BSS.
Full lifecycle management of a vIMS, including closed loop automation to enable autoscaling.
5G deployment and network slice deployment.
Firewall as a Service (FWaaS).

Inmanta readily acknowledges that they do not have the depth of resources of larger players; in
response they have created a platform and solution development methodology that increases
velocity and boosts developer productivity, with extensive use of automation. In this fast-moving
market space, any approach that promises to deliver comparable outcomes to those from larger
players, but in an accelerated timeframe, is worthy of further investigation.

Itential
Itential comes from a very different place than many of the traditional, large, network-focused
players. They begin with an “IT mindset”, one that focuses on extensive libraries of native APIs to
services that may be composed, rather than from an end-to-end model of a service. While “IT” in
mindset, and growing rapidly in the enterprise space, Itential in fact began with telcos/CSPs as its
initial target and customer base.
Itential offers a graphical/logical UI that allows a service designer to craft end-to-end logic,
essentially linking together capabilities exposed by individual APIs. They in fact argue against
attempts to normalize services such as “public cloud” or “SDWAN” arguing that individual vendors
are sufficiently different as to make this impractical. Essentially, they are making an argument
against modeling the “least common denominator”. The flip side of this argument is that a proper,
self-managing and declarative closed loop only exists to the degree that a service designer creates
all the elements and dependencies of that loop bespoke. In more traditional model-normalized
solutions, standard closed-loop methods are developed and refined once and apply to all models.
Strengths exist in both approaches, but understanding them may be complex.
While the details of their method are sketchy, Itential argue that they handle the complex interplay
of service components (e.g.: workload location impacts transport endpoints, and is subject to
congestion, availability etc.) through a cascading “order of priority” in operations that ensure that
the most globally impacting decisions are made first – e.g.: querying workload location and ensuring
that they are supported before continuing.
This approach has significant power and flexibility. It also places more of a burden (“the power to
make mistakes”) in the hands of service designers. We look forward to a deeper look into this
system to understand this trade-off. This is likely an attractive trade off when linking services that
do not have high degrees of standardization, which can extend to “anything” and are not
dynamically interacting and changing regularly. See our comments below on mashups and crossvertical “digital” services.
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Itential’s library of existing API integrations is large, including everything from network domain
managers to various IT software capabilities. This is the fundamental positioning difference
between Itential (and likely some others) and many of “the usual suspects”: Itential makes no effort
to be a deep player in the network, with the likes of network slicing specifics. Rather, they position
themselves as a simple, highly abstracted, engine to sequence a variety of capabilities. They are the
“mashup engine” and likely the closest thing to a realization of the TMF’s Open Digital environment –
where multiple parties can be sliced, diced and orchestrated into interesting combinations and
permutations. And the ability for this to be “easy” or cost effective comes down to that library
mentioned above. Of course, God, and the Devil, are in the details as the saying goes and as
analysts we don’t have the resources to actually put that library through its paces.
This positioning is supported by at least one major CSP deployment of Itential in which other
orchestrators handle much of the network lifting – from MEC to transport etc., but Itential is used to
allow customers to assemble and activate packages. In this world we have not just two layers of
orchestration, but three (and there may be yet another at the BSS layer above). Horses for courses,
as the saying goes.
On the technical front, Itential is inherently model/data driven. They also have a strong opinion
here, specifically that since most APIs begin with JSON schema, its senseless (and lossy) to map to
any other method. This is consistent with Appledore’s opinion that specifical model formats are
irrelevant – they key is to be entirely data/model driven, and for that model to be at a useful level
of intent (see our work on the nature and workings of intent). Itential also treats all subcomponents as abstracted services – interested primarily in the health of that dependent service, in
terms that impact the desired SLA. When implementation specifics are needed, they are fetched in
real time – recognizing that the underlying implementation likely changes periodically in real time.
Itential offers a view of a mashed-up future, with a large library of components to play with the
question is whether service providers are ready to abandon older ways of thinking, in which macro
service models are conceived and built, and then mapped to multiple underlying infrastructure. This
may be a hard habit to break.

Juniper
Like Cisco, Juniper essentially opted out of this cross-domain survey, yet we believe that they have
an interesting approach that warrants mention.
Within their Paragon Automation portfolio, Juniper has assembled a set of assets that handle path
computation, low-code automation (via a close relationship with Anuta ATOM), and their acquired
active test technology (NetRounds, now Juniper Active Assurance).
Within a multi-layer transport domain, Juniper is putting together the pieces to move automation
forward, including relatively novel ability to perform active tests before a service is turned up,
during its active period, and to troubleshoot problems both within an operator’s network or –
critically – in a non-owned chained domain such as the public cloud or a client’s LAN where no
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traditional assurance data may exist. We point interested readers to two white papers from
Appledore on Paragon capabilities.

Netcracker
Netcracker, a wholly-owned subsidiary of NEC, has long delivered what are essentially custom
projects, on top of their extensive and configurable software platform. And those services, while
somewhat “out of fashion” are part of Netcracker’s strength – in fact two years ago, I blogged that
looking purely at Netcracker’s software missed the point, they had modeling expertise, field services
and other capabilities which many operators (excluding the largest CSPs with deep engineering
benches) needed to move forward in this embryonic industry.
Over the past 2-3 years Netcracker has made major investments in its service orchestration
capabilities – calling it one of their largest and most strategic investment areas. They documented
all the key buzzwords, from intent (and how they achieve it) to closed-loop operations, to strong
intent-based modeling capabilities. We were pleased to hear them state that healing is often a
“redesign/re-implementation” rather than a specific repair – an answer consistent with the best
practices from control theory and necessary if we, as an industry, are to shed code complexity and
crushing maintenance levels.
Supporting these assertions are data on deployments. Netcracker claims >40 deployments, all since
2019 and therefore all representing the new code base and operations model. They further state that
28 (70%) of these are new projects, not upgrades.
Netcracker offers its software both as on-site licensed software, and as a SaaS offering on
hyperscaler cloud platforms.
Yet the world going forward is very different form the world of even the recent past. Netcracker’s
strong field implementation team has been a source of commercial success (and likely project
success) for them, in a world where customer facing telecom services are known, are relatively few,
and therefore goals clear and bounded. Tomorrow’s world is likely to be multi-party, with unknown
sources of innovation, and therefore the creation of a new CFS or the implementation of an order
cannot require significant labor. The big question is “how will operators who have typically relied on
suppliers’ services, and those suppliers, fare in the new world of innovation?” This leaves us
watching to see how successful Netcracker is at bringing the turn-up and training services that many
CSPs may desire, while delivering an open platform and setting up their clients for self-innovation.
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Nokia
Nokia’s primary entry into this space is its Digital Operations Center, which combines fulfilment and
assurance with a common dependency graph that allows assurance to occur with context –
especially useful as the industry moves toward complex service bundles, services layered on other
services, and mashups in which an E2E chain depends on a series of capabilities – some of which
may be third party.
Nokia has invested heavily in this all-new solution and emphasizes many of the same concepts as
we do, including a focus on orchestrating autonomous domains, and consequent support for intent
based models and orchestration methods (necessary if those domains are to be truly autonomous)
and for “recursion” – the fact that depending on the results of one domain, a changed intent may be
necessary for another impacted domain. It is explicitly NOT a linear, deterministic process and we
applaud Nokia’s raising of this issue above the noise.
Nokia is attempting to straddle two segments, leveraging its network familiarity and huge installed
base as a NEP (>200 installations of various orchestrators) and positioning itself as an open platform
for automation and innovation beyond Nokia kit and beyond the network itself. Nokia in fact claims
that one of its points of relative differentiation is the fact that it delivers its solution with sufficient
documentation and a sufficiently powerful and friendly development environment such that it is an
“open software platform that the customer can take over, not a project”. They contrast this to two
leading orchestration/fulfillment ISVs that, in those same accounts, deliver as a relatively servicesintensive project. No doubt those ISVs will debate this point, but it is consistent with history.
That said, much of Nokia’s strength is in its familiarity with the network, and how to implement
network slices, per the standards, and to mix those slices with both related network capabilities
(transport, SDWAN for example) and non-network functionality, including public clouds, third party
capabilities etc. While the solution is too new to be widely deployed, Nokia shared many PoCs that
they are involved in that will underpin real innovation (e.g.: where we don’t really know what the
future services will be) and where these PoCs are leading to commercial deployments. If Nokia can
in fact bring a significant portion of their installed base on this journey, they will make a meaningful
impact on the industry. We will watch carefully for those numbers to prove or disprove this
opportunity.

Oracle
Oracle, which appeared at one point to be backing away from physical software sales/licenses in
deference to a cloud-based aaS model, is returning to the fold aggressively – with updated products,
refreshed emphasis and messaging and even acquisitions (including Federos) intended to round out
their portfolio. In the “full circle” department Oracle says that later this year (2022), it will also
provide its orchestration capabilities as a SaaS cloud service, starting with product orchestration
and then to be followed by service orchestration.
We recently profiled Oracle’s SO solution, providing a more extensive overview of their direction,
capabilities and market evidence/deployments. We characterize Oracle’s positioning and product
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as “all the multis”. They emphasize the product’s multi-vendor, multi-layer (with APIs), multiservice, and multi technology support capabilities. Technically, Oracle gave a very solid explanation
of how they build models, how those models define intent, the rule-like methods that they use to
translate intent to an implementation solution, and how these same methods execute scaling and
healing. All the answers showed a solid appreciation of how such solutions ought to work – without
revealing their secret sauce (a line many must walk).
Oracle were particularly assertive, without being prompted, about the level of decoupling and
abstraction between layers, the extent of APIs, and the completeness of documentation – all
supporting integration, innovation and ongoing maintenance with or without Oracle involvement.
We believe this is essential in a future in which service innovation means we cannot possibly know
what is to come.
Oracle is delivering more than an IT-friendly toolkit however. They emphasize the degree of
templates they have built for 5G network segments and 3GPP standardized slice management.
Oracle try to walk that fine line between being “IT and therefore open” and having “NEP credentials”
through their software-led NF businesses, including policy, SBCs and more.
In terms of market evidence and deployments, Oracle claim > 200 deployments, of which most but
not all are CSPs. Oracle profiles (see also the referenced Appledore profile on Oracle) five mediumto-large customer projects that show how they are modernizing CSPs’ operational environments,
creating a more open, innovation friendly, and cross-service infrastructure on which to build. Like
most, these fall short of what we would all likely wish to see, but probably represent the reality of
the marketplace in which CSPs are slowly making major, complex investments one step at a time.

Rakuten Symphony
Rakuten Symphony is the commercial vehicle for one of the world’s leading internet services
companies, Rakuten, to enter the global telecom industry. It is distinct from all the other vendors in
this report (for one thing, Rakuten Symphony is less than a year old – though with a de facto billiondollar valuation), yet it warrants some commentary as an exemplar of service orchestration within a
100% cloud-native network – Rakuten Mobile.
Their strategy does not carry the baggage of version histories, product line messiness, or an
installed base of customers, or alignment to a specific EMS. They see the challenges of end-to-end
service orchestration first and foremost in operator terms.
This is important because, broadly speaking, we see two kinds of E2ESO projects: top-down (an
effort to apply a service-level perspective on what has been a network-owned problem) and
bottom-up (as upward expansion of domain orchestration). Rakuten Symphony lands right in the
middle of the problem and works outwards in all directions.
Rakuten Symphony takes a completely fresh starting point for its approach to Service Orchestration.
That starting point is a network that is entirely software-defined, and an operations paradigm which
is automation-first and data-centric. They start from the idea of network-wide, common platforms,
with the smallest possible applications and the maximum amount of reuse of data, intelligence and
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capabilities. That extends to a strong preference to use opensource software as the basis for their
own solutions. Since much of this has been extensively proven in enterprises and data centers, it is
completely logical to give it serious consideration. In general, this is a harder case to make in an
established vendor with significant sunk cost in proprietary R&D.
Rakuten Symphony understands that domain orchestrators can be intent-based (for example, Cisco
NSO and Nokia CloudBand). This means that the Service Orchestrator can pass the same intent to
multiple domain orchestrators, with each one making its own decision about what it can deliver.
Rakuten Symphony’s approach to defining a service is wider than others. While it is possible to
define a service just in terms of intent, Rakuten Symphony also seeks to incorporate security and
other dependencies within the bundle, by design.
Rakuten Symphony occupies a particular position in the E2E SO market. While it is the market’s most
substantial new arrival, it comes with the largest operational deployment of a E2E SO in a next-gen
network, not a set of PoC references. They have incorporated principles and practices from the
hyperscale data center world. However, they have also created a response based on real world
operator experience. And they continue to learn and evolve.
While others run PoCs and talk about the art of the possible, Rakuten Symphony has already
accumulated arguably the industry’s most extensive experience of service orchestration in a large
scale, in-production, cloud-native network through Rakuten Mobile, now providing 96% population
coverage across Japan. We watch their market progress with interest.

VMware
VMware is a relatively new entrant into the cross-domain service orchestration market. VMware’s
orchestration platform, initially aimed at cloud native workload and network-service orchestration,
is a new entrant to the market, only a couple of years old. And only more recently have VMware
expanded their ambition to apply this orchestration platform to the cross-domain service
environment.
To understand VMware’s capabilities and their unique positioning it’s useful to think of the basics of
VMware’s business. First and foremost, they are a virtualization player in both the VM and
increasingly in the cloud native container space. Moreover, as an independent vendor to a very wide
range of telcos and enterprises, they have deep experience and deployments on many cloud
environments. These include a multitude of hardware platforms public cloud providers and NEPdelivered platforms. VMware tout this is a strength and we agree. In fact, they regularly use the
term “multi cloud” and emphasize their strength abstracting those differences and allowing
operators and services to work in a heterogeneous environment.
VMware are now positioning their orchestration platform to support service orchestration across
domains. Again, they draw on experience since VMware is also a significant player in the SDWAN
domain, in the datacenter SDN domain, and in the security domain which (when combined with
cloud native underpinnings and cloud native functionality that may be chained with those) starts
looking a lot like an end-to-end service orchestration environment. VMware also orchestrates virtual
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core and RAN domains. It is common for non-supplier ISVs to tout their independence as a virtue,
and in one way it is. Yet there is also little doubt that understanding the capabilities of domain
managers, including the many proprietary examples (prevalent in SDWAN and optical) can be an
asset as well, and one that can be applied to other suppliers’ domain controllers. True to their
“network workload” roots, VMware particularly emphasize their support for the 3GPP slice
management functionality as one of the use cases in which they perform cross domain service
orchestration. VMware also support O-RAN, TMF and other standards. MEF support, if we read
correctly, is curiously absent. There is no doubt that they can perform it in a less standardized
environment as well which is often necessary.
Picking up on the capabilities noted above, VMware emphasizes that they are taking a “productized”
approach to the market, meaning VMware products pre-integrated with VMware Cloud and
infrastructure, plus certification of non-VMware functions through the company’s Ready or elco
loud program. VMware contrast this with a more traditional integration-first approach to the
market. Appledore does wish to caution that nearly everyone at least claims to be making this shift
and one or two already have made it.
On the technical front VMware asserts that they check all the key boxes; a single process for
fulfillment and assurance, declarative intent operation and automated healing and scaling based on
external data from various assurance systems. They did not expand on how or ho
ell they
implemented these capabilities, which we do prefer to see and note when an answer is particularly
good, but we have no reason to doubt VMware.
With a product that is new in general and particularly new to the end-to-end service orchestration
space it is probably not surprising that VMware has few demonstrated deployments. On the other
hand, they do have demonstrated deployments implementing multi-cloud, cloud-native operations,
including vRAN at scale. In the end we believe this is VMware’s strength. Combined with off-theshelf and or pre-developed APIs the ability to deal with myriad underline cloud environments
including multiple edge environments may be a very strong differentiator. On the other hand, it may
be that operators prefer to focus on VMware delivering cloud-native workload management, while
letting other specialists operate at the cross-domain layer and possibly in the complex multi-layer
transport domain. This is evident, at least during these early days, in VMware’s reference
deployments. One thing that has come through loud and clear in the survey is that orchestrators
within most operators, will be many.

ONAP
ONAP bears discussion as well. As the “plan A” for AT&T and several others about 2-3 years back,
ONAP had the spotlight. But as we covered here, Appledore felt that ONAP was too large and
monolithic to make it on its own, but had real promise where collaboration could take place on
modules that could be taken and incorporated into commercial products, such as has occurred with
the ONAP policy module. Since then, ONAP’s star seems to have fallen. Few suppliers name ONAP as
a primary vehicle for solution delivery (at one time several were behind ONAP as their main delivery
method or a secondary plan), and we are seeing little investment by CSPs, beyond what is deployed
and working.
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Appledore still believes that open source has a major role to play, but that it must follow the rules
of successful open source in all industries – highly generic, re-usable modules; broad support,
generally across industry verticals, and clear functional and capability goals. The application is left
to the user. Given this state, we will hereon in concentrate on commercial products from suppliers.
If they include open-source code, that is their business.
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APPENDIX A: INDUSTRY STANDARDS IN END-TO-END ORCHESTRATION
Almost all vendors referenced adherence to industry standards as a key feature of their offerings.
Here, we summarize three of the most important standards with relevance in cross-domain service
orchestration.
We map the layered and federated approach that we espouse to the focus areas of significant
standards as follows:
Figure 7: Conceptual overlay of various standards.
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TMForum ODA, and 640/641 APIs
Three complementary sets of industry “standards2” that demand distributed autonomic systems and
end-to-end orchestration. First are two related efforts of the TMforum; its API efforts (TM 640 and
641) and its Open Digital Architecture.

Some are not legally standards, but are widely supported efforts at agreement. We use the term
conceptually.
2
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ODA, evolving since 2004 (!) envisioned the idea of “digital” rather than purely “physical” services
nearly two decades ago3. It was envisioned that these new services, such as content and softwaredelivered services (long before “the cloud”) would benefit from far greater abstraction and
simplified management. This evolved to today’s ODA, which is aimed primarily at cross-company
services (e.g.: Mashups). ODA then, is a reference implementation of the above where it crosses
ownership boundaries (the vertical line in the diagram) – and is typical of IoT services whether
manufacturing, healthcare, smart cities or myriad other examples.
TMF 640 and 641 represent the API containers that digital services management are transacted
using, and are being adopted as the technology-neutral vehicles for many other transactions, MEF
among them. Greatly simplified, TMF 641 is for business-layer transactions (including commercial
service attributes) and TMF 640 geared to internal service interfaces. It is entirely likely that both
could be used – 641 to handle the external order and 640 to process the internal service
instantiation. TMF 633 is also relevant, providing a standard way to access a hierarchical “productservice-resource” catalog. This inherent layering maps to the fundamental layers above, and
provides a logical glue between them. We believe that such a construct (without commenting on the
specifics of the TMF model) support modularity and re-use of building blocks.
The key take-away is that these TMF “standards” envision self-managing domains that expose
service-oriented (intent based) interfaces that are called by higher-layer orchestration logic. This fits
– and represents instances of – Appledore’s generic model.
MEF Sonata and Legato
While the TMF concentrates on technology-neutral vehicles that facilitate ordering and
management, the MEF fills those vehicles with network-technology specific semantics, initially for
ethernet based services but now extended to a broader set of transport services (SDWAN, “SASE
service” etc.). The MEF concentrates on two sets of interfaces which, for the MEF’s focus transport
technologies, correspond roughly to TMF 640 and 641. The first is Sonata, the MEF’s interface for
ordering (B2B, either CSP-CSP or enterprise-CSP). The second is Legato, which handles the next
layer of detail. To quote the MEF, “[Legato] represents the interface between the businessapplications layer and service-orchestration functionality, within a service-provider domain. It is the
vehicle that takes a business-level operation, such as ordering a service, and communicates that
requirement to the service orchestration layer, to instantiate that service within a provider’s
domain.”
Once again, we see a vision of self-managing domains that expose abstracted, intent-based
management interfaces to a higher-layer (more E2E) orchestration. That orchestration might be
within a CSP, or that of an external user of the service (e.g.: an IoT industry player).

Fun fact: the first “digital services” architecture appeared on my office whiteboard with Keith Willetts in early
summer of 2004
3
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3GPP Network Slicing Management Structure
3GPP’s network slicing architecture follows the same basic pattern with Network Functions (NFs) that
are managed by Network Function Management Functions (NFMFs) which then feed “up” to Network
Slice Subnet Management Functions (NSSMFs) and are ultimately managed as end-to-end slices by
the Network Slice Management Function. In effect the “domains” are represented by NSSMSs and
the specific “subnet” services in those domains are Network Slice Subnet nstances ( SS s). ETSI
rounds this out with analytics (MDAF) and exposure/API management (EGMF) functions.
While this alphabet soup sounds complex, it too is a nice hierarchy of network functions that
support service instances, services instances managed by their respective management functions
(SDN controller, SDWAN controller, etc.) and at the top the cross-domain (cross NSMF) manager and
optionally exposure management to 3rd parties.
Appledore believe that this exposure management function (important to but largely outside the
scope of this document) is essential to how actual innovation will occur in the future, especially
when innovation may be driven by 3rd parties in vertical industries that consume telecom serv ices
as one of many moving parts in their innovations. In the “new enterprise” business model discussed
above we assume that the relationship is reversed, with the CSP/telco taking end-to-end
responsibility for transport, security and 3rd party services – all under the control of dynamic
orchestration. Thus, the existence of API governance and the presence of myriad 3rd party
capabilities is essential to success.
It may also be apropos to view the network slicing architecture as one layer below the cross-domain
service orchestration/creation layer, and exposing important building blocks (slices) into that
process. In numerous discussion and briefings, we have encountered both views. So long as re-use
is unconstrained. It doesn’t matter.
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Figure 8: 3GPP Slicing Management Functions - (note: non-hierarchical view)

Source: 3GPP TS 28.533
We overlay some of these standards and named functions on our same “multi-domain” architecture
diagram below, to draw parallels. Note that in many cases one set of standards (e.g.: MEF) are
carried within another (e.g.; TMF) and no conflict necessarily exists.
Commonality and take-aways
The above deserves a brief summary and key take-aways. Appledore’s generic “layers and domains
view” is now almost 4 years old and has stood the test of time. Its points are very simple, but very
important: monolithic architectures are inflexible and often demand expertise that is broader and
deeper than any single organization can deliver. Methods may be technology specific as well, with
the equivalent of DSLs in various areas. By maintaining modularity we can easily separate concerns.
Our position was informed by control theory, ETSI GANA (generalized Autonomic Network
Architecture), “Domain Driven Design” and a more general extrapolation from loose coupling and
modular software design.
The forward motion of standards has only confirmed this view and provided some “flesh on the
bones” in the form of standards and specific use cases. The MEF’s work, TMF ODA and 640/641, and
the ambitious work of 3GPP with its slicing architecture are all examples. These both confirm the
basic position and add reality/practicality to it.
A key corollary is that a single system may be capable of performing both tasks, yet these ought to
be kept logically independent – possibly with different design teams and absolutely with clear
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interfaces 9APIs) between them. A common example of this is the combination of a NSMF/service
orchestrator along with CNF placement and lifecycle management. Some vendors position this as a
virtue – a sophisticated and consistent environment in which to model and operate multiple
services and NFs. This is true, but logically we still believe that the two functions ought to be kept
sperate. One reason is because other cloud managers may exist or be required (e.g.: for an alternate
cloud platform such as Azure or AWS). Another is so that all domains are managed consistently –
and a large number of controllers have a proprietary aspect (think: SDWAN controllers, or
controllers for sophisticated IP and optical gear).
We re-emphasize this logical divide (between domains/smart technology controllers) and purely
cross domain management – in which the later only communicates with abstracted APIs and request
only **services**, leaving the implementation details to that domain controller. Many of the
responses we received, by way of contrast either confused these two functions or mixed them
liberally, whether on purpose (sometimes with good reason) or simply through loose industry
terminology.
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APPENDIX B: ORCHESTRATION AND CLOSED LOOP AUTOMATION
Cloud automation is, by far, best implemented by closed-loops employing the principles of control
theory4. Closed loops and control theory greatly simplify the execution of automation, but demand
very different thinking compared to common OSS practices. Tomorrow’s orchestration differs from
traditional fulfilment in three very fundamental ways:
1. A closed control loop, by definition, is more than fulfilment! It must effect not only initial
fulfillment, but also assurance (self-healing) and capacity management (self-scaling). All
three must be managed by the same orchestration process and models. If these systems or
workflows are distinct, complexity and cost will result.
2. Innovation – both internal and with 3rd parties, demands orchestrating across domains,
across legal entities and – hopefully – orchestrating pre-built and re-usable objects. This
completely rules out the traditional mind-set of building “OSS” for a specific service or
service family. Rather, tomorrow’s orchestration must be a single system that dynamically
links together any (and eventually) all domains so that complex service chains/slices may be
quickly composed.
Corollary: By implication it must also be able to include (via APIs) 3rd party service
components, and in reverse, expose (via APIs) telco service components to third parties.
3. The flexibility to automatically find and fulfil a solution, and then self-heal and self-scale,
demands the flexibility to make routing and placement decisions. In turn this means that
orders, whether internal or over an API, must define SLA-like intent, and leave the both the
End-to-end orchestrator, and each domain sub-orchestrator, to make their own decisions
vis-à-vis specific path sections, datacenters selections, server placements and other such
parameters. In short, we must become more comfortable with ambiguity and defining each
order “aaS” rather than as a specific, physical configuration5.
This is a paradigm shift. From end-to-end control and toward flexibility. From technology silos and
toward cross-domain integration. From process silos and toward a unified control loop. The very
name “orchestration” comes from the concept of conducting a diverse collection of independent
musicians. This analogy has value – each musician is left alone to play her or his instrument, while
the conductor – the “orchestrator” indicates who plays when and how loudly.
The diagram below highlights these best practices visually, on Appledore’s closed loop reference
architecture. Note that this same loop ought to operate, autonomously, within each self-managing
domain and again across domains. This may result in 2, 3 or more layers of recursion.

Free report
This is the focus of our Appledore’s Market Outlook report “Everything as a Service”,. For more details, please
refer to that document.
4
5
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Figure 9: Best Practices for Automation

Best Practices for Closed-Loop Automation
Service Creation from Reusable building blocks

Single Orchestration Method

One orchestration method services initial
fulfilment, healing and scaling

Policy/Rules and search
algorithms:
Find solutions that meet the
intent of orders, and allow
dynamic healing and scaling

Assurance Analytics,
ML & Automated
Test …
Provide insight to
drive healing and
scaling of complex
services

One
Process

Model-Based

Generic orchestration methods
Support intent
Simplify code

Self-managing, independent domains
for most CSPs, IP and RAN are by far the
most central

Shared Data Resources
Effect accurate, consistent
data

5

Source: Appledore Research
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APPENDIX C: NOTES ON SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS
Term

Definition

Service and Network
Orchestration

Orchestration platforms and solutions for Service orchestration + NFV-O. Excludes
legacy fulfilment.

IT Virtualization Server
Software and VIM
(Virtual Infrastructure
Manager)

Virtualization software used in the Telco IT domain and ETSI MANO component
responsible for the management of the NFV infrastructure (compute, storage and
network resources). This includes products such as VMware vSphere.

VNFM (VNF Manager)

ETSI MANO component responsible for the lifecycle management of VNFs
including instantiation, scaling, update/upgrade and termination of VNFs

SDN Controller

Programmable, dynamic and centralized control of a transport network.
Specifically maintains underlay topology and inventory and auto-routes services
over it. (in contrast to historic decentralized static networks)

Live Inventory Systems

Live view of network to support multi-domain service orchestration and service
assurance. Distinguished from traditional inventory by its focus on federation of
inventory views and caches of the actual network

Telemetry, Operational
Insight and Predictive
Analytics

Collection of data plane, control plane, endpoint and other sensor data in a
wireline and wireless network. Data is reduced and analyzed using rules-based
logic and/or AI to discover patterns. Deep learning can be used to discover
patterns for insights on future state of the network and device quality of service.
It is the entire chain from collection of data to analysis to support lifecycle
management.

SDWAN Controllers &
Edges

The combination of Edge devices that handle routing, steering, security
encapsulation and performance measurements, and the central configuration
and control systems that manage policies, configuration, topology, analytics, UI
etc. Top qualify systems should meet Appledore's definition of SDWAN from our
Market Outlook report(s).

SON

Specifically C-SON with a centralized controller with algorithms that actively and
dynamically configure and re-configure the RAN. In particular C-SON should
automate optimization across cells, so that the network is optimized rather than
merely creating a set of local optimizations.

Other

Legacy and other categories not captured above. Specifically Includes BSS.
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